
 
Senior Tommy Wilkens, who played Silverberg, explained “there are 

two aspects that are unusual about this play. First, it’s a multimedia pro-
duction, so there are videos involved. Also, I think it is special because 
we’re telling actual stories of people who lived through the Holocaust.” 
Wilkens further explained his enthusiasm towards the performances, 
saying: “Theater in general is a very effective way of sharing the sig-
ni!cance of stories and themes…that’s something I love about [it].” 

In addition to the excitement of Spirit Week and the Coronation 
dance, the Coronation Royalty Court made their appearance on the 
day of the Homecoming football game. Students nominated Keira 
Dodd for homecoming court, and she and her fellow nominee Andrew 
Zhang acquired the most votes out of 27 others. When asked why she 
thought she was nominated, Dodd responded, “I think I’m just friends 
with everyone…especially freshmen and I…try to make everyone 
feel included.” Dodd believes that her “being inclusive and kind to all 
grades,” resulted in an overwhelming number of underclassmen votes.

During the football game, the top ten selected for coro court took 
to the !eld in golf carts. In pairs of two, they sped around the track 
before stopping to listen to a short description of each person’s high 
school journey. After walking down the !eld and being introduced by 
the announcer,  the students received handmade "ower bouquets and 
had pictures taken. Dodd recalled feeling “a burst of happiness” hearing 
the crowd cheer her name. As a !nal note, she commented, “My heart 
was warmed…knowing that I had a lot of people’s support. It was just 
a really good feeling to get crowned and have my name called.” 

HAPPILY EVER AFTER: This year’s Coronation Dance had a fairytale theme.

by Ainsley Northrop
People Editor

The LGHS Drama department’s !rst production of the year, entitled 
And Then They Came for Me, which is a play about the world of Anne 
Frank, debuted Oct. 14.  Actors not only had to learn their lines for the 
live performance, but they also learned to interact with and organize 
videos projected onstage for this multimedia production directed by 
Tim Nielson. The videos feature real-life Holocaust survivors such as 
Eva Schloss and Ed Silverberg explaining their hardships. Both Schloss 
and Silerberg also appeared in the play as characters portrayed by 
the actors.

Nielson and the actors began their hard work on Aug. 29, deter-
mined to make the play wonderful. Junior Sophia Fenchel, who played 
the role of Anne Frank, explained the fast-paced rehearsal process, 
saying that “Tim [would have] us run [a] scene once, and if he [liked] 
it then we’d move on.” Fenchel explained her favorite process of 
preparing for the performances, exclaiming: “I hate to say this, but 
I do love dress rehearsals.” She described her love for the excitement 
these particular rehearsals provide as well as the “vibrant costumes.”
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And !en !ey Came For Me debuts

by Bridie Beamish and Ella Marrufo
Culture and Sports Editors

Los Gatos High School students celebrated the annual Coronation 
Dance on Oct. 1. After a week of festivities such as Spirit Week, the 
Spirit Rally, and the Homecoming football game, students were able 
to commemorate the end of the week with the fairytale-themed dance 
on the front lawn. 

Previously taking place on the tennis courts and in the school gym, 
this year’s front lawn experience undoubtedly stands out from past 
dances. In an interview with leadership student Max Ito, the Junior 
Spirit Representative explained that the decision to host the event 
on the lawn was due to a capacity limit in the gym. In reference to 
the change in the dance’s set-up, Ito declared, “It turned out pretty 
well. I think it kind of matched…the theme, which was fairytale.” Ito 
added that “The front lawn…gave it a really good vibe.”  

Opinion

National

Featuring a snack and candy station, a photo booth, lots of space 
to sit down and chill, a DJ, and a large dance area, students had a wide 
range of exciting activities to participate in and several opportunities 
to make valuable memories.

THE ROYAL COURT: The nominees stand together at the Homecoming football game. 

CASTMATES: Wilkens portrays Silverberg alongside Fenchel, who plays Anne Frank.
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THAT’S A WRAP: The cast and crew of And Then They Came For Me poses together.
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Wilkens’ favorite part of playing Silverberg is “challenging [himself] 
through high emotional scenes.” Silverberg is reportedly drastically 
different from Wilkens’ previous roles, which tend to consist of “middle-
aged men.” He explained that he begins his role as a twelve year old 
at the beginning of the play and gets to portray Silverberg’s story as 
he grows up.

Drama teacher Janna Ribgy, the director for the majority of the 
LGHS theatrical productions, has recently been on medical leave, leading 
Nielson, whom many drama students previously have known as “the 
tech guy,” to step up as the director. Nielson’s impeccable theatrical and 
directing experience was immediately clear to the actors. Wilkens stated, 
“It’s cool to have Tim as a director because I love Rigby as a director, but 
it’s nice to have a variety of experiences.” Fenchel explained how nice 
it has been to get to know Nielson and added that “he gives us a lot of 
creative freedom” and she expressed the value of this to the actors as 
they build their experience. 

The three stellar performances took place inside of the LGHS theater 
on Oct. 14 and 15, wowing audiences. 

In reference to the setup process, Ito stated, “There’s a lot of 
collaboration between all of us [leadership students]. We are always 
de!nitely a team effort, but I think a lot of it had to do with the 
dance commission speci!cally.” The junior further explained, “The 
dance commission works with several different companies just trying 
to organize…where everything goes and how everything is laid out.” 
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by Maya Gomez
Editor-in-Chief

Sitting quaintly in the corner of campus, 
marvelous student-planted greenery !lls the LGHS 
garden. Despite being only two months into the 
fall semester, the Agroecology class has made  
incredible progress. 

Senior Kiera Merrick has been a member of 
the Agroecology class since the beginning of the 
year. While her academic work within the agri-
cultural world only began a couple months ago, 
Merrick’s interest in gardening truly began over 
quarantine. “During lockdown in 2020, my parents 
had us all build a garden area. We painted the 
raised beds, !lled it with soil, etc. It was cool, we 
[grew] and harvest[ed] our own simple produce.” 
The senior added, “It was something impres-
sive, something to look forward to. I thought, ‘I 
helped grow this.’ Sharing that with others, and 
even just enjoying it by [myself,] was so cool.” 
Unfortunately, Merrick’s gardening journey hit 
a roadblock, as she explained, “I tried growing 
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El Gato details California Props for the midterm election
by Brynn Gibson 
Editor-in-Chief

With the midterm elections quickly approaching, California voters 
will soon determine the outcome of seven potential state laws. Decided 
by referendum — a direct popular vote on speci!c legislation — these 
statewide ballot measures could gain approval with a simple majority 
vote. For !rst-time voters, seasoned political participants, and curi-
ous minors alike, education is pivotal for crafting informed political 
opinions. The following is a guide to all seven California propositions 
on the ballot this November. 

Proposition 1: Enshrine Reproductive Freedom. Written as a reac-
tion to the Supreme Court’s overturning of Roe v. Wade earlier this 
year, Prop 1 is an amendment that would enshrine a fundamental right 
to abortion in California’s Constitution. In the event of a national 
ban on abortion, California legislators believe Prop 1 would act as an 
additional layer of protection for reproductive freedom. 

Proposition 26: Casino Sports Betting. Gambling of any form is 
currently outlawed in the state of California. Prop 26 would legalize 
in-person sports gambling at Native American casinos and California 
horse racing tracks. Tribal casinos would also be allowed to offer rou-
lette and dice games. Online gambling would still be illegal.

Proposition 27: Online Sports Betting. Prop 27 would allow 
online sports gambling outside of tribal lands. Only licensed tribes 

and gaming companies able to pay a 100 million dollar fee to enter 
the market would gain this privilege. According to the measure, the 
state would allocate 85 percent of revenue from that fee to programs 
!ghting homelessness. Most California tribes oppose the bill, claiming 
it encroaches on their gambling monopoly.

Proposition 28: Increase Funding for School Arts. Prop 28 would 
require California to allocate one percent of the state budget for 
public schools towards funding art programs. Schools serving low-
income communities would receive the highest amounts of funding. 
The measure also would require districts to spend 80 percent of this 
money to employ arts and music staff. 

Proposition 29: Dialysis Clinics. In hopes of raising wages, Prop 
29 would place new restrictions on private kidney dialysis clinics by 
requiring a doctor, nurse, or physician assistant to be present during 
all patient treatments. Dialysis companies oppose the measure, argu-
ing it would increase the cost of running a clinic exponentially and 
in turn raise health insurance costs.

Proposition 30: Income Tax for Electric Cars. Prop 30 would raise 
taxes by 1.75 percent for residents with incomes over two million. The 
state would use the estimated !ve billion dollars of revenue to electrify 
ride-sharing "eets and fund wild!re prevention programs. Opponents 
maintain the measure only bene!ts ride sharing programs and the tax 
increase would drive high-income residents out of the state.

Stockton frets over killer
by Aliya Koshalieva
Graphics Editor 

A string of fatal shootings put citizens of 
Stockton on edge. A previously unknown assail-
ant committed seven murders, killing !ve people 
between April 2021 and October 2022. 

Although the motive and identity of this serial 
killer remain unknown, some of the killings share 
similar factors. All the shootings happened late at 
night or very early in the morning in dark areas 
or neighborhoods, and primarily targeting lone 
individuals. Six of the seven shootings happened 
in Stockton. Among the victims, !ve were Hispanic, 
one Black, and one White. All of the victims were 
men except for one. 

The !rst shooting happened on Apr. 10, 2021, 
at 4:18 AM, killing 40-year-old Juan Miguel Vasquez 
Serrano. Although this occurred in Oakland, law 
enforcement later linked this to the Stockton 
shootings. Six days later, the unknown gunman shot 
Natasha LaTour ten times at around 3:00 AM. LaTour 
survived by running at the shooter. Although she 
described the killer, she says the police ignored her 
and dismissed her claims. LaTour said, “they basi-
cally treated me as if it was a drug deal gone bad... 

LG garden grows greatness

Suspect arrested for the Merced family abduction
by Saya Alvares and Bridie Beamish
Sports and Culture Editors

On Oct. 3, a man abducted a family of four from their family 
business in Merced, California, later killing everyone. The family, 
consisting of Jasleen Kaur, Jasdeep Singh, their eighth month old 
baby Aroohi Dheri, and the baby’s uncle, Amandeep Singh, were led 
out of their place of work at gunpoint.

Surveillance video showed the lead suspect, Jesus Manuel Sal-
gado, force Jasdeep and Amandeep outside of the building and into 
Amandeep’s truck with their hands zip-tied. Salgado then drove 
away and returned a few minutes later to take Kaur, who walked 
out while carrying her child. The police reported the family miss-
ing when a relative contacted the local station, unable to get into 
contact with Amandeep. The family truck was later found on !re 
ten miles north of Merced.

Salgado was taken into custody on Oct. 4 after authorities 
found him using one of  the victim’s ATM cards at a bank in  
Atwater. That same day, Salgado attempted to take his own life,  
making it difficult for law enforcement to question him. However, on 
Oct. 5, a farmer found all four family members deceased in an orchard in  
Merced County and contacted law enforcement, who confirmed 
the identity of the remains. The following day, the police 
arrested Salgado. 

Salgado faces charges of four counts of !rst-degree murder with 
special circumstances, kidnapping, arson, and possession of a !rearm 
by a prohibited person. These charges means he faces life in prison 
without eligibility for parole. Salgado is already a convicted felon with 
a record dating back to 2007, including a case involving !rst-degree 
robbery, witness intimidation, and possession of a controlled sub-
stance. Salgado was a former employee of the victims’ family truck-
ing company. There was a long-term disagreement between the two 
parties, which resulted in salgado parting ways from the company.

Proposition 31: Uphold Flavored Tobacco Ban. The California state 
legislature banned "avored tobacco products in 2020, arguing that 
tobacco companies intentionally marketed their products to underage 
consumers. However, the tobacco industry challenged the law, prevent-
ing the ban from immediately going into effect. If passed, Prop 31 
would put the statewide ban in place. 
(Sources: CA.gov, Cal Matters, NY Times)

some of my own small things, but they kept get-
ting eaten or dying due to excessive heat. I got 
discouraged and lost enjoyment in it. I stopped 
gardening.” She revealed that her interest in the 
hobby reappeared last year when her counselor 
brought up credit options, and they landed upon 
the Agroecology class. “I had only heard about it 
vaguely from one of my friends, I thought it over 
for a second and said yes to the class. With that, 
here we are today!”

Salgado’s brother, Alberto Salgado, was also arrested on Oct. 
6 and accused of criminal conspiracy, being an accessory, and 
destroying evidence in connection to the kidnapping and murders. 
The Merced County Jail is holding the brothers, but have not yet 
charged J. Salgado for the crimes. It is currently unknown if either 
of them have attorneys.

On Oct. 6, Jaspreet Kaur, the wife of victim A. Singh, created 
a GoFundMe page to help support the victims’ family members. 
She wrote regarding the victims, “As immigrants to America, they 
worked tirelessly for 18 years to achieve safety, security, and com-
munity for themselves and their families… [they] were the primary 
bread earners for the family, supported their elderly parents, and 
lived under one roof.” 

The city of Merced has also come together to mourn the loss of 
beloved community members, holding nightly vigils at Bob Hope 
Square. In response to the community, Kaur declared, “We are 
grateful for the prayers, and tremendous support was shown to us 
by our community. While nothing can !ll this void, your prayers 
and donations will support the upbringing and education of Ekam 
(6), and Seerat (9) and provide !nancial relief to Jass, Randhir, 
and Kirpal in these dif!cult times.”
(Sources: ABC7, CNN, Fresno Bee, LA Times, NY Times, San Fran-
cisco Chronicle)

BEHIND BARS: Stockton police arrested Wesley Brownlee. 
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HORRIFIC: A Merced landmark denotes the town where the crime took place.

PEACE AT LAST: Stockton is tranquil after the killer’s arrest.

I don’t know if they believed it or not, but what 
I do know — and what’s been made very appar-
ent — is that they just didn’t care.” She described 
the killer as a skinny 6-foot tall man wearing dark 
clothing and a COVID-style face mask; “He looked 
like the Unabomber, without the glasses.” 

The same killer fatally shot Paul Yaw of Stock-
ton a year later, on Jul. 8, 2022, at 12:31 AM. A 
month later, Salvador Debudey Jr. of Stockton was 
shot and killed on Aug. 11. On Aug. 30, 2022, 
Jonathan Hernandez Rodriguez was fatally shot 
in Stockton. Juan Cruz and Lawrence Lopez Sr. 
were shot and killed on Sept. 21, 2022 and Sept. 
27, 2022 respectively. 

The Stockton Police, along with the help 
of the FBI and the Oakland Police Department, 
are investigating the murders. Law enforcement 
believes that the shootings are not robberies gone 
wrong, hate crimes, or gang activity. On Oct. 11, 
police released a surveillance video of a man they 
believe to be a “person of interest.” They offer a 
reward of  $125,000 for any information that could 
result in an arrest. 

On Oct. 15, Stockton Police arrested Wesley 
Brownlee based on matching ballistics to a gun 
in his possession, as well as eyewitness reports.
(Sources: NBC News, ABC News, AP News, KRON 
4 News, SF Gate) 

HAY THERE: The LG garden is full of various plants.
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WELCOMING: The garden is a place for only the passionate!
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Agroecology is undoubtedly unlike any other 
class offered at Los Gatos. Senior Julianna Witter 
detailed a routine class day, declaring, “Usually, we 
begin the period in the classroom with some sort of 
more ‘typical structured’ written work or an assign-
ment. Once we have !nished this, we will always 
head down to the garden, where we spend the rest 
of the period.” Today, Witter spreads awareness 
about animal mistreatment, speaking up frequently 
about animal rights and the need for advocacy. With 
this interest in mind, it comes as no surprise that 
“hearing about the bunny Cloudy and the multiple 
chickens [they] have living on campus immediately 
sparked [her] interest in joining the class.” Witter 
revealed that interacting with the animals always 
brightens her day. “The chickens are all so sweet, 
and Cloudy the rabbit is unquestionably adorable…
Sometimes, if we are lucky there will be enough 
time to take a break to pet Cloudy or hold one of 
the chickens.”

Both girls !nd immense joy in the LGHS Agro-
ecology community and look forward to various 
things in the months to come. Merrick declared “I’m 
looking forward to adding stuff to my garden bed, 
not just plants, but decorating it — making it feel 
like my own. I love every aspect of the class.” Witter 
revealed that she is looking forward to “eventually 
growing some of [her] own vegetables and being able 
to take them home to share with [her] friends.” She 
continued, “Even my dog loves fresh carrots, so I 
can’t wait to be able to gift her with produce that 
was grown right here in LG’s very own garden!”

READY OR NOT: The California State capitol in Sacramento prepares to tally votes.
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by Saya Alvares 
Sports Editor 

The week of Sept. 26, LGHS students enjoyed a successful, 
eventful fall semester Spirit Week with dress-up days, lunchtime 
games, the Spirit Rally, the Homecoming football game, and the 
Coronation Dance. 

An impressive feat by fellow LGHS students that started the 
week was the Spirit Hallway in the main hall, on which the 
Leadership class spent countless hours. The Fall 2022 theme 
centered around cereal, and the classes competed against each 
other with teacher judges deciding which was the best. Junior 
Rachel Stephens, said of the hallway decorating, “the best part 
about spirit week was de!nitely hallway setup and seeing the 
reactions on everyone’s faces Monday morning. It was such a 
rewarding experience to see the effect of all our hard work after 
the months of planning and designing.” 

Monday started Spirit Week off strong with Adam Sandler 
Day. Students of all grades came to school in the cliche Sandler 
out!t: long basketball shorts and massive T-shirts. Out!ts also 
included a backwards hat and tinted sunglasses. If students really 
went the extra mile, they wore known Adam Sandler looks from 

cisgender people to experience a mental health 
condition.” Around 40 percent of respondents in 
the 2015 US Transgender Survey had previously 
attempted suicide at least once in their lifetimes: 
“nearly nine times the attempted suicide rate in 
the US.” 

State legislatures are a predominant source 
of transgender discrimination. In 2021 alone, 
“thirty-three states have introduced more than 
100 bills that aim to curb the rights of transgender 
people,” CNN documented. Overall, “twenty states 
have introduced bills that prohibit or impede the 
administration of gender-af!rming therapy to 
minors.” As a speci!c example, Alabama declared 
the administration of gender-af!rming healthcare 
for minors under 19 to be a state felony. Tennes-
see passed a similar law against gender-af!rming 
healthcare for prepubescent youth. With so many 
states denying proper healthcare for transgender 
individuals, SB 107 holds even more importance. 

In his of!cial statement to the California senate, 
Newsom declared, “We believe that no one should be 
prosecuted or persecuted for getting the care they 
need — including gender-af!rming care…With the 
signing of this bill, California will ensure that these 
kids and their families can seek and obtain the 
medical and mental health care that they need.”                                                        
(Sources: CNN, CA Legislative Info, Medical News 
Today, NBC News)

Newsom signs new trans bill 
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LG students partake in the !rst Spirit Week of the year

SHOOT!: Ella Rabitz and Ashley Childers dominate basketball rally game. 

Los Gatos High School math club o"ers help to all students

CAN YOU SOLVE IT?: Vice presidents Gao and Tan collaborate on a geometry problem. 

Props focus on gambling
by Victor Josifovski
National/World Editor 

In the upcoming midterms, California voters 
will address the legality of various forms of 
gambling when they vote on Propositions 26 
and 27. While Proposition 26 encompasses in-
person sports wagering, die games, and roulette 
on tribal casinos, Proposition 27 addresses the 
legality of online sports betting across the 
state. The two interlinked propositions thus 
move together and have the ability to impose 
great changes across the state of California 
which has traditionally banned sports betting 
and other gambling outlets.

Currently, California has some of the strict-
est gambling laws in the nation, prohibiting 
many traditional gambling practices, such as 
die games, roulette, and sports betting. Native 
American Tribes, however, retain the right 
to self-governance and can therefore offer 
gambling after they make individual compacts 
with the state. This has allowed them to offer 
a limited range of gambling practices, while 
gambling remains illegal everywhere else in 
the state. 

Proposition 26, largely funded and pro-
moted by tribal casino owners, allows Native 
American tribes to expand their gambling 
offerings via in-person sports betting and other 
currently banned practices, while remaining 
the only legal gambling sites in the state. The 
legalization of these offerings would allow 
tribes to acquire more favorable agreements 
with the state. Bettors could then do in-person 
betting and gambling at racetracks and tribal 
locations only. 

Proposition 27, on the other hand, would 
legalize online and mobile sports betting 
throughout the state, without affecting any 
other current legislation. This measure, largely 
backed by out-of-state gambling corporations, 
would allow agencies outside of tribal casinos 
to offer sports betting to California consumers. 

by Linda Wang 
Humor Editor

On Thursday, Sept. 29, Governor Gavin Newsom 
of!cially signed a bill which established California 
as a refuge for transgender youth. Senate Bill (SB) 
107, which takes effect starting Jan. 1, 2023, is a 
purposeful movement towards transgender awareness 
and transgender care.

As stated by the California legislature, SB 107 
prohibits three main actions: !rst, the release of 
medical information relating to gender-affirming 
healthcare without authorization; second, the “arrest 
or extradition” of medical providers who provide 
gender-af!rming care to transgender youth; and third, 
the court’s ability to revoke custody from a parent who 
grants their child gender-af!rming care. SB 107 also        
allows California courts to determine jurisdiction for a 
child’s custody, speci!cally one who has left another 
state that outlaws gender-af!rmative care.

Transgender individuals as a whole have experi-
enced discrimination for decades, and not without 
consequence. Medical News Today reports that trans-
gender individuals “are almost four times as likely as 

SPEAKING OUT: Newsom addresses trans protection bill.  The state would tax these transactions, and 
sports betting would join the few other legal 
gambling practices that currently exist, and be 
legal even outside of tribal casinos.  

With the propositions either bene!ting 
or devastating various gambling agencies, 
supporters of each proposition have dissemi-
nated an endless stream of advertisements to 
convince Californians to vote their way. Groups 
including, but not limited to, gambling com-
panies, card rooms, and separate coalitions of 
Native American tribes have poured nearly 440 
million dollars into campaigns for or against 
both propositions, 

Yet, according to a poll conducted by the UC 
Berkeley Institute of Government Studies, both 
propositions look as though they are moving 
toward rejection. Though both propositions 
must achieve a simple majority, Only 31 percent 
of polled voters supported Proposition 26, while 
27 percent of polled voters supported Prop 27, 
leaving both propositions in a poor position six 
weeks before the elections. 

Regardless, time will tell the fate of these 
two propositions, and as Californians cast 
their votes in this year’s general elections, 
the future of gambling is in their hands.                    
(Sources: Legislative Analyst’s Of!ce of Cali-
fornia, California Secretary of State, KTLA, 
Cal Matters) 
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FIGHTING FOR RIGHTS: CA rallies for trans rights prior to bill.

movies such as the famous Happy Gilmore jersey. The lunchtime 
game featured capture the "ag which ended in a tie between 
juniors and sophomores.                    

Competition inspired Tuesday’s spirit day: Jersey vs. Jersey 
Shore. LGHS came decked out in their favorite teams’ attire as 
well as the iconic 2009 blinged-out looks. Sparkly sunglasses and 
eyeblack were on display during this fun and friendly competition. 

On Wednesdays we wear pink! This classic Mean Girls line 
resulted in a complete pink out of LGHS. From pink !shnets to 
pink face paint, the rose-colored day permitted a sneak peak for 
the Homecoming football game against Milpitas High School, which 
was a pink-out game.  

The most unique spirit day of the bunch, Thursday brought 
Water Safety Day which "aunted lifeguards, swimmers, and all 
those who love "oaties. 

Lastly, the Spirit Rally capped Spirit Week; green, blue, orange, 
and black were on display everywhere as students prepared for an 
entertaining day. The Spirit Rally replaced tutorial time and all 
LGHS students headed to the football !eld to sit in their respec-
tive student sections in order of freshmen, seniors, juniors, and 
sophomores. The rally was !lled with fun games that involved  

both staff members and students, as well as impressive performances 
by the LG Dance Team, Cheer, and Color Guard/Marching Band. Some 
highlights included musical chairs, basketball, and human ring toss. 
The juniors won the fan favorite and main event: tug-of-war. However, 
seniors persevered to win the entirety of the rally. 
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by Angela Sheu
News Editor  

The LGHS Math Club is making all kinds of math more accessible to 
LGHS students. Whether you want to sharpen your competition skills, 
learn about how the subject is used in the real world, or receive help 
on your homework, the club is open to all students who want to learn 
about math in any form.

Club president and senior Om Shastri leads club meetings alongside 
vice presidents Richie Tan and Leison Gao, who are also seniors. 

They often begin with presenting math concepts found in competi-
tion math. Shastri explained, “We begin with an interactive session 
where a student will present a topic for the !rst 10 to 20 minutes 
of tutorial. Then we have a problem set for students to try. It’s very 
collaborative and open.” According to Tan, they often use “practice 
problems from AOPS [Art of Problem Solving],” which allows students 
to master real competition math skills. Some recent presentation topics 
have included modular arithmetic and topology.

In addition, the club hosts and competes in math competitions. 
Their !rst competition will be the Berkeley Math Tournament on Nov. 
5. Outlining the competition format, Shastri summarized, “There’s an 
individual component, but there’s also a team component, which is 
really nice because each member of the team can kind of focus on a 
speci!c math concept…and basically tackle two different problems 
at once.” Another upcoming math competition is the American Math 
Competition (AMC), in which students must individually answer ques-
tions. Those who score well on the AMC can qualify to take subsequent 
tests on national and international levels.

The club of!cers also plan to host guest speakers at their meetings. 
For instance, an astronomer will visit in November, presenting the math 
behind astronomy and tracking star movement. Gao re"ected, “the 
goal is to show people the real applications of math, instead of just 
learning trig and not knowing what to do with it.” Shastri concurred, 
“it’s really cool to see the different applications [of math] in different 
unique industries like astronomy and cybersecurity. That really gives 
students an idea of why they’re learning math and what they can do 
with it in the future.”

Math Club also welcomes students who need help in their math 
class or with their homework and hosts occasional study sessions to 
provide help.

Shastri concluded that, “the message that Math Club brings is that 
we’re open to anybody. If you’re struggling with math, there’s a place 
for you. If you want to expand upon your math classes and jump into 
competition math, there’s a place for you. If you want to hang out and 
chill and do a couple of math problems, there’s also a place for you.”

SMILE: Math club presidents pose for a quick picture to advertise their club.
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• Voters prepare for  
    big elections
• Hurricane Fiona rips       
   through Puerto Rico 

United States enters crucial voting period for midterms 
by Lucy Panicacci
Culture Editor

The midterms are coming up — the polls open on Nov. 8. 
With tensions high and issues such as abortion, in!ation, and 
the con!ict in Ukraine taking center stage, this year’s midterms 
are crucial for the future of the United States. All 435 house seats 
and 35 of the 100 senate seats are up for grabs. Also, 35 states 
will elect governors. 

The main question coming into this year’s midterms is — “will 
Democrats lose their majority in Congress?” Tensions are excep-
tionally high in the Senate, which is currently split evenly — 50 
Republicans and 50 Democrats. Each party only needs to !ip one 
seat to get the majority. According to a Washington Post poll from 
September, President Biden’s current disapproval rate is relatively 
high at 53 percent. In previous elections, a low approval rating 
correlates to many seats of the president’s party lost in the House. 
Due to Biden’s current lack of popularity, Democrats are projected 
to lose seats. 

Determined to keep the majority in the House, Democratic 
House Speaker Nancy Pelosi told reporters in September that, “We 
fully intend to hold the House. And even though there are some 

among you who belittle my political instincts and the rest, I got us 
here twice to the majority, and I don’t intend to ‘give it up.’”

Additionally, there are numerous factors voters consider going 
into the midterms, including in!ation, the coronavirus pandemic, and 
rising crime rates. According to Democrat Doug Sosnik, who worked 
with the Clinton Administration, the events of these past two years 
failed many people’s expectations. Sosnik stated, “There was a notion 
that [with] Biden taking of"ce we were going to come back to a sense 
of normalcy in the world.”

In the face of the overturning of Roe v. Wade, abortion is de"-
nitely a key issue for this midterm. According to an NPR/PBS News 
Poll, 58 percent of independent voters are more likely to vote due 
to the abortion issue. For Democratic candidates, codifying abortion 
rights is at the forefront of their agenda. Recently, Biden urged voters 
by stating, “If you give me two more senators in the United States 
Senate, I promise you, I promise you, we’re going to codify Roe and 
once again make Roe the law of the land.” 

On the other hand, in!ation is the top issue for Republicans. In 
the same NPR News Poll, 40 percent of Republicans regard in!ation 
as their most important issue. The Republican agenda for the House, 
titled “Commitment to America,” focuses on the economy, individual 

liberty, safety, and holding the government accountable. In addi-
tion, their plan, led by Kevin McCarthy, also addresses gas prices 
and formula shortages in the United States. 
(Sources: CNN, Commitment to America, NPR, The Washington Post)

BIG DECISIONS: An American citizen casts their vote to elect representatives.

News-in-Brief: Alec Baldwin’s lawsuit and Cruz’s sentence
Trump !les a big lawsuit against CNN: Former President 

Donald Trump "led a defamation lawsuit against CNN on Oct. 
3, seeking 475 million dollars in damages. Trump’s lawsuit, 
"led in U.S District Court in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, describes 
CNN’s coverage as a “campaign of dissuasion in the form of 
libel and slander” that has recently escalated, causing the 
former president “embarrassment, pain, humiliation, and 
mental anguish,” therefore justifying the large demand. In his 
statement, Trump suggested that he will "le similar lawsuits 
against other news agencies.
(Sources: AP, NY Times)
- Nadia Liu, Public Relations Manager

Alec Baldwin reaches lawsuit settlement:  On Oct. 21, 
2021, actor Alec Baldwin accidentally shot and killed Halyna 
Hutchins, a cinematographer working on the set of the "lm 
“Rust.” In February, Hutchins’ family "led a lawsuit against 
Baldwin and the producers of the "lm. However, on Oct. 5, 
Matthew Hutchins, the victim’s husband, reached a settlement. 
Hutchins decided that he has “no interest in engaging in 
recriminations or attribution of blame” to either the producers 
or Baldwin. Hutchins believes, along with the rest of his family, 
that “Halyna’s death was a terrible accident.” The original crew 
is set to resume "lming the movie at the beginning of next year, 
with Matthew Hutchins as the executive producer. 
(Sources: CNN, NBC)
- Rory Zeman, National/World Editor

 Prosecuters sentence Nikolas Cruz to life in prison: A 
Florida court sentenced Nikolas Cruz, the gunman who shot 
and killed 17 students at Parkland High School in 2018, to life 
in prison without the possibility of parole on Oct. 13. Cruz’s 
defense lawyer argued for a life sentence and not the death 
penalty, citing 41 mitigating life circumstances. Following 
less than a day of deliberations, the jurors declared that the 
aggravating factors argued by the prosecution did not out-
weigh the mitigating circumstances stated by the defense. 
However, the defense’s arguments left many of the victims’ 

parents outraged; they left the courtroom crying, claiming 
that the jurors valued Cruz’s life over the 17 deceased. One 
parent asserted, “This shooter did not deserve compassion.”
(Sources: CNN, New York Times)
- Bridie Beamish, Culture Editor
 

MOURNING: Students gather to support the victims of the Parkland shooting.
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Hurricane Ian bashes coast
by Michaela Thimot and Aliya Koshalieva
People and Graphics Editors

Hurricane Ian hit land near Cayo Costa, Florida, 
on Sept. 28. The Category Four hurricane also left 
behind devastation in the Caribbean, Jamaica, 
the Cayman Islands, and west Cuba before making 
landfall in southwest Florida. It "rst formed as a 
Caribbean tropical storm on Sept. 23 before becom-
ing a Category One hurricane on Sept. 26. 

With 150 miles per hour winds, rainfall rising 
to more than 30 inches, and a surge of higher 
than 12 feet in some places, Ian is tied as the "fth 
strongest storm to ever hit the mainland United 
States. Since 1851 when record-keeping began, 15 
Category Four or higher storms, including Ian, have 
hit Florida. Hurricane Charley, another Category Four 
storm, hit Florida in nearly the exact same location  
back in 2004. 

MAJOR DESTRUCTION: Hurricane Ian tore down power lines.

Favre denies fraud claims
by Brendan Moore
Sports Editor

Hall of Fame NFL quarterback Brett Favre has 
been accused of soliciting welfare funds to the vol-
leyball program at Southern Mississippi University 
where his daughter plays. Favre has been linked to 
multiple money transfers to the volleyball program. 

One accusation of fraud includes a money 
transfer of "ve million dollars, initially withdrawn 
from a welfare fund for Temporary Assistance for 
Needy Families. The money was then passed to the 
volleyball program at Southern Mississippi via a 
non-pro"t organization, the Mississippi Community 
Education Center which at the time was run by a 
mother, Nancy New, and her son, Zachary. Recently 
discovered text message conversations between 
Favre and New in 2017 show Favre questioning New 
if the media would be able to discover the source of 
the funds for Southern Mississippi volleyball. Favre 
states, “If you were to pay me is there anyway the 
media can "nd out where it came from and how 
much?” New’s response states, “No, we never have 
had that information publicized.”

Another allegation of fraud stems from Favre’s 
own charity, Favre 4 Hope. The organization aims 
to assist other charities to aid underprivileged and 
disabled children, along with those suffering from 
breast cancer. ESPN and The Athletic acquired the 
tax records of Favre 4 Hope which show that the 
charity transferred 130,000 dollars to the Athletic 
program at Southern Mississippi between 2018 
and 2020.

Favre denies any involvement in these trans-
actions, declaring on Oct. 11 that “I have been 
unjustly smeared in the media.” He continued, “No 
one ever told me, and I did not know, that funds 
designated for welfare recipients were going to the 
University or me. I tried to help my alma mater USM, 
a public Mississippi state university, raise funds for 
a wellness center. My goal was and always will be 
to improve the athletic facilities at my university.” 

Along with these accusations of fraud, Favre 
received large sums of money for speeches and 
attendances he did not do. These payments 
include one of 500,000 dollars in December 
2017 and another of 600,000 dollars in June 
2018. Favre has begun to repay these payments 
back to the state of Mississippi, but according 
to the state, 228,000 dollars in interest are still 
yet to be paid.

Favre’s case has shocked many of his fans, 
but Favre continues to protest his innocence in 
his involvement in these scandals. Currently, no 
legal action has been taken so far in this case.
(Sources: Bleacher Report, CBS Sports, CBS, FOX 
News, NPR)

FOOTBALL FAME: Favre played for the Green Bay Packers.

SAFE FLIGHT: Former President Trump safely lands after a long helicopter ride.
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STORM SURGE: Hurricane Ian !ooded the streets of Florida.

Even two weeks after Hurricane Ian, hundreds 
of homes in central Florida are still submerged with 
rainwater as the St. Johns river slowly attempts to 
drain some of the water. As of Oct. 8, the current 
death toll stands at 127 people from Florida and "ve 
people from North Carolina. Lee County reported 56 
deaths, the largest number of deaths in a Florida 
County. Casualties continue to rise as the search and 
rescue missions are well underway. Carmine Marceno, 

the Lee County Sheriff, announced during an Oct. 
12 press conference that of"cers are conducting 
more than 600 well-being checks.

Twenty-one-year-old Lander Peck and her 
family lived on Sanibel Island for 18 years before 
moving an hour away to play Division 1 soccer at 
Florida Gulf Coast University. As soon as her parents 
received the evacuation orders, they immediately 
went to a hotel in Fort Myers. When Peck learned 
how bad the hurricane was, she left school to join 
them at the hotel. The home she grew up in is, “still 
standing, but the surge ruined everything inside.” 
Re!ecting on all that has been lost in such a quick 
timespan, Lander explained, “I am devastated for 
SWFL (Southwest Florida)… everyone was affected 
in some sort of way. We were fortunate compared 
to others and we have our health! I am just taking 
everything day by day.”

One way to help is by donating food, money, or 
time to the less fortunate. A multi-agency resource 
center opened in Lee County at the Lakes Regional 
Library, along with FEMA’s and the Florida Division 
of Emergency Management’s Disaster Recovery 
Center. Free meal centers, hospices, and drop-off 
donation locations have popped up on the map.
(Sources: ABC News, News 4 Jax, NOAA, News Press)
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Biden introduces plan to pardon marijuana convictions
by Jordan Chan
Editor-in-Chief

President Joe Biden announced an executive order to 
pardon past convictions of marijuana possession on Oct. 
6, a sweeping action that will affect over 6,500 Americans 
charged with possession at the federal level. Biden also 

revealed plans to expedite a review of marijuana’s classi!cation 
as a Schedule 1 drug. Health and Human Services Secretary 
Xavier Becerra and Attorney General Merrick Garland will head 
this review.

The US Drug Enforcement Administration de!nes Schedule 
1 substances as those that have “no currently accepted medical 
use and a high potential for abuse.” The federal government 
criminalized marijuana in the Controlled Substances Act of 
1970. Contrary to federal law, 37 states currently permit medical 
usage of marijuana, and 19 states have legalized the drug for 
recreational use. Biden explained, “[its classi!cation is] the 
same as heroin and LSD…It makes no sense.”

Although Biden has not called for the complete decrimi-
nalization of marijuana-related offenses, many see his order 
as a step in this direction. In a public video statement, Biden 
stated, “Too many lives have been upended because of our failed 
approach to marijuana. It’s time that we right these wrongs.” To 
justify his decision, he cited harsh sentencing and the negative 
effects of convictions on employment, housing, and educational 
opportunities. A report from the Pew Research Center in October 
of 2021 suggests that a majority of Americans agree with Biden’s 
decision, with 67 percent of the public favoring the release of 
people imprisoned solely for marijuana-related offenses.

Biden also recognized the disproportionate negative impact 
of anti-drug laws on certain demographic groups, namely 
Black and Latino communities. In 2020, the American Civil 
Liberties Union published research “showing that Black 
people are 3.64 times more likely than White people to be 
arrested for marijuana possession despite comparable marijuana 

usage rates.” This discrepancy persists to this day. Patrice  
Willoughby, a leading executive at the National Association 
for the Advancement of Colored People, asserted that Biden’s 
order “is a step towards restorative justice.”

While the executive order will positively affect thousands, 
it will not erase convictions at the state level. Biden called on 
lawmakers and state governors to pardon marijuana-related 
crimes: “Just as no one should be in a federal prison solely 
due to the possession of marijuana, no one should be in a 
local jail or state prison for that reason, either.” 
(Sources: ACLU, AP, NPR, NY Times, Pew Research Center, 
Reuters, Twitter, USA Today, US DEA, Washington Post)

Fiona’s heavy !ooding damages Florida’s economy
by Bridie Beamish
Culture Editor
 Weeks after the category four Hurricane Fiona ravaged 
portions of the Caribbean and eastern Canada, affected 
residents are still suffering from its destruction. Raging 
from Sept. 14 to Sept. 28,  Fiona hit Guadeloupe !rst and 
brought near-record-breaking rainfall to the island, leaving 
around 40 percent of the population with no water for a 
few days. 
 Puerto Rico was one of the areas hit most severely by 
the storm. Historic levels of rain created the worst "ood-
ing the island has seen since Hurricane Maria in 2017. The 
rain led to an island-wide blackout that cut off power for 
nearly 1.5 million residents. Two weeks after the hurricane, 
100,000 individuals were still without power. Additionally, 
the storm left a third of the population without water, and 
around 3,000 individuals died due to the storm.
 Now, the island faces vast economic setbacks. With 
over 30 inches of rain in some areas, the "oods resulted 
in mudslides that signi!cantly damaged infrastructure, 
such as roads and bridges in Puerto Rico’s mountains. As 

a result, the damage left many residents stranded in small 
communities without access to essentials such as food or 
medical care.
 With Hurricane Maria’s slow and inadequate rebuilding 
efforts, and an additional 90 billion dollars in damage from 
Hurricane Fiona, the island is in disastrous economic shape. 
As over 40 percent of the population is already living in 
poverty, the Biden Administration acted swiftly and enacted 
a disaster declaration to ensure Puerto Ricans have access 
to federal disaster assistance for recovery and rebuilding. 

Killer stabs six in Las Vegas
by Lucy Panicacci
Culture Editor

 On Oct. 6, an assailant went on a fatal 
stabbing spree in Las Vegas. The attack resulted 
in two dead and six injured — three of whom 
were left in critical condition. Within minutes 
of the attack, police arrested the suspect, 
whom authorities identi!ed as 32-year-old 
Yoni Barrios. According to the police, Barrios 
will be held without bail and he will face two 
counts of open murder with a deadly weapon 
and six counts of attempted murder with a 
deadly weapon. 

The attack started around 11:40 AM outside 
the Las Vegas Wynn Casino. In the detective’s 
report, the suspect, reportedly dressed in a 
chef’s uniform, asked to take a picture with 
some street performers. Barrios proceeded to 
pull out a large knife from a suitcase, and 
according to police interviews, the performers 
felt uncomfortable with his presence before he 
pulled out the knife. 

Barrios told detectives that he stabbed 
his !rst victim, 30-year-old Maris Mareen 
DiGiovanni, after the performers were allegedly 
laughing at and making fun of Barrios and his 
clothing. One of the street performers, Anna 
Westby, however, denies this claim. Westby 
stated: “There was no – not a single moment 
where he was provoked. Absolutely no, there 
was no making fun of anyone. It was a game 
for him. He had every intention of killing 
[DiGiovanni] and killing us.” 

After attacking DiGiovanni, nearby video 
surveillance caught Barrios going on to stab 
seven other people, including 47-year-old 
Brent Hallet. During the attack, Barrios told a 
victim, “sorry, man,” as he stabbed them, said 
the police report. Westby, who suffered a lung 
injury, recounted the event to KLAS-TV: “I’m 

DeSantis moves immigrants 
by Margo Rawlings
News Editor

Florida Governor Ron DeSantis "ew a 
group of 50 Venezuelan migrants from San 
Antonio, Texas, to the vacation island of 
Martha’s Vineyard, off the coast of Mas-
sachusetts. His actions follow in the foot-
steps of Texas Governor Greg Abbott and 
Arizona Governor Doug Ducey, who started 
sending buses of migrants to “blue” cities 
and sanctuary locations in April 2022. The 
immigrants seeking asylum in the United 
States from economically devastated Ven-
ezuela report that they were promised jobs 
by Governor DeSantis’ operatives, along 
with housing, and offered money to con-
vince other migrants to "y to New England. 

The little island of Martha’s Vineyard 
is a busy celebrity summer destination for 
politicians like the Obamas, the Clintons, 
and the Kennedys, as well as show busi-
ness celebrities such as Bill Murray, Spike 
Lee, Oprah Winfrey, and Larry David. Like 
many other popular summer vacation 
locations, the peak of seasonal jobs dras-
tically decreases after Labor Day, when 
the island returns to its usual quiet life. 

In spite of the limited structures available 
on the island to accommodate a dispropor-
tionately larger number of migrants, the 
locals worked together to provide shelter, 
food, and translation. Then migrants were 
voluntarily transferred to the Joint Base 
Cape Cod on the mainland and from there to  
other destinations. 

More than two dozen immigrants "own 
from Texas to Martha’s Vineyard sued Ron 
DeSantis, the state of Florida, and the Florida 
Department of Transportation, alleging that 
a woman named “Perla” misled them into 
"ying to Martha’s Vineyard. DeSantis claimed 
the immigrants were given information on 
where they were going and resources for 
when they arrived, explaining that it was “it 
was clearly voluntary.” He continued, asking, 
“why wouldn’t they want to go, given where 
they were?” The destinations selected were 
sanctuary cities where he claims the migrants 
will have better opportunities. 

In April, with clearance from the Depart-
ment of Homeland Security (DHS), Abbott 
began bussing migrants to DC to “take the 
border to the Biden Administration.” In 
the summer, he sent more migrants to New 
York City and Chicago. Similarly, Ducey sent 
migrants to DC, for a total number of about 
13,000 people from more than 300 buses 
as of mid-September 2022. As of Oct. 10, 
DeSantis plans to continue sending migrants 
to new destinations, such as Nantucket, Mas-
sachusetts. According to of!cials in Florida, 
Texas, and Arizona, these demonstrations are 
“designed to pressure Democratic politicians 
and the Biden administration to enact tougher 
border measures to deter illegal crossings”. 
(Sources: CBS, MSNBC, NPR, NY Times, Wash-
ington Post)SUE YOU: Governor DeSantis faces migrants’ lawsuit. 

A NEW LEAF: Biden plans to revise marijuana’s drug classi!cation. 

screaming, asking everyone for help. He caught 
up to me and he stabbed me in the back, and 
then ran off.”

Following the assault, the Las Vegas Police 
Captain, Dori Koren, said they recovered the 
weapon, “a large kitchen knife.” Currently, 
police continue to investigate to discover 

The administration will grant 60 billion dollars in additional 
rebuilding aid through the Infrastructure Investment and 
Jobs Act. Additionally, they waived the Jones Act, which 
requires US Vessels to transport all goods between US ports, 
to ship diesel fuel to the island to power generators and 
critical facilities. 
 In another gesture of support, the US Department of 
Agriculture has begun to aid recovery efforts for farmers, 
ranchers, and residents affected by Hurricane Fiona. The 
department has programs to assist with !nancial aid to 
restore farmlands or replant crops, as well as reimburse 
producers for a portion of the value of livestock killed by 
a natural disaster or loss of feed and grazing acres.
 Rachel Cleetus, the policy director for the Climate and 
Energy Program at the Union of Concerned Scientists, 
declared: “Sometimes we tend to focus on the storms when 
they’re in the headlines, and you look at it as a unique 
event, but it’s the compounding effect of these events that 
is really pernicious for communities.”
(Sources: AmericanProgress, National Hurricane Center,  
NPR, USDA)

TRAGEDY STRUCK:  Stabbings occurred outside Wynn Casino. 

the exact motive for the attack. In the arrest 
report, Barrios reportedly stated he did it to 
“let the anger out.” Of!cials believe Barrios 
acted alone and that the incident was unpro-
voked. Additionally, police are reassuring 
tourists and citizens that this attack was an 
isolated incident. 

Deputy Police Chief James LaRochelle told 
reporters, “We want to extend our heartfelt 
condolences to the families of the victims and 
to the victims themselves…We’re thinking of 
them and have them their thoughts.”
(Sources: ABC, CNN, Washington Post)
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YES TO WEED: 37 US States permit use of medical marijuana. 
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UNDER THE SEA: Fiona left complete neighborhoods underwater. 
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• Mass shooting           
   devastates Thailand
• Russia institutes   
   new wartime draft

Protests rage on within Iran Russia institutes war draft

Indonesian soccer riot kills 125, incites calls for reforms

by Dell Dumont and Maya Gomez
Graphics Editor and Editor-in-chief

People around the world are showing support for 
the women of Iran, taking part in marches and pro-
tests, spreading awareness and information, raising 
funds, and even cutting their hair in solidarity. The 
brutal death of an Iranian-Kurdish woman named 
Mahsa Amini at the hands of Iran’s morality police, 
sparked a rise in women worldwide speaking up 
against Iran’s mandatory hijab dress code.

While police of!cials claimed that Amini had 
suffered a heart attack in custody during a man-
datory hijab training, a video leak showing her in 
the hospital with bruises on her face and blood 
dripping from her ear refuted their claim. Protesters 
believe that police killed Amini over a loosely worn 
headscarf. In protest of her death and the gender 
apartheid, Iranian women are cutting their hair 
short and burning their hijabs. The Iranian morality 
police have killed hundreds of Iranians attending 
the protests. Authorities gave a similar cause of 
death—falling off a roof—for 17-year-old Nika 
Shakarami, whom Iran’s security forces allegedly 
tortured and killed in Tehran in September.

With Iranian women’s dress codes "uctuating 
for the past several decades, it comes as no surprise 
that citizens have pushed against various regula-
tions in the past as well. However, in light of Amini’s 
death, female citizens are retaliating as they never 

by Ella Marrufo
Sports Editor

What started off as another exciting, action-packed soccer game in 
Malang, Indonesia, ended in tragedy. Fans "ocked to the Kanjuruhan 
Stadium to see the home team Arema, expecting them to maintain 
their 23-year domination of the opposing team Persebaya Surabaya. 
When Arema lost, fans were outraged, provoking a period of violence 
and chaos.

Fans threw glass bottles and other projectiles onto the !eld and at 
of!cials and then rushed the !eld demanding to know why the team 
had lost the game. When police reacted with tear gas, the crowd began 

to panic; the chaos quickly spread outside the stadium, with people 
"ipping police cars over and setting them on !re. As police beat fans 
with sticks and shields, fans became increasingly aggressive. 

Witness Ahmad Fatoni said, “Of!cers !red tear gas directly at 
spectators in the stands, forcing us to run toward the exit.…Many 
victims fell because of shortness of breath and dif!culty seeing due 
to tear gas and were trampled.” Medical personnel transported over 
300 injured people to nearby hospitals. At least 125 people died in 
the disarray, including several children and two police of!cers. This 
is now one of the most deadly soccer riots to date. In the aftermath, 
a police brigade removed a police chief and nine elite of!cers from 
their posts. Of!cials are now investigating these nine individuals for 
throwing the tear gas canisters, thus acting as potential key instigators.

Another reason for the riot was overcapacity. According to Mahfud 
MD, Indonesia’s coordinating minister, 42,000 tickets were sold, 
bypassing the 38,000-person capacity of the stadium. The main cause 
of death was suffocation and trampling due to the stampede, which 
could have been prevented if the capacity limit was appropriately met. 

Arema FC President Gilang Widya Pramana expressed his regret and 
apologized to the people who lost members of their families, saying, “I 
am ready to provide assistance, even though it will not be able to return 
the victims’ lives…This incident was beyond prediction, beyond reason 
…in a match watched only by our fans, not a single rival supporter.” 

Unfortunately, this type of violent sports riot is not uncommon. 
During soccer games especially, it is typical for fans in the stands to 

become unruly and violent. In Indonesia, an occurrence like this is 
even more common due to passionate fans. The Indonesian website 
IndoSport revealed that 78 people have died during similar soccer 
game incidents in the past 28 years. Grieving family members and 
Indonesians pray an event like this never happens again. 
(Sources: ESPN, IndoSport, NY Times, TIME) 
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by Bridie Beamish
Culture Editor
     A sole perpetrator killed 36 — 24 of whom were children between 
the ages of two and !ve — and injured 10 more in the deadliest 
massacre witnessed in Thailand on Oct. 6. The attack took place at 
a child development center northeast of Bangkok, with the suspect 
using both a knife and gun.
     Immediately after the killing spree, Thailand’s Central Inves-
tigation Bureau began a search to identify the murderer, whom 
they revealed as Panya Kamrab, a 34-year-old former policeman. 
The police force suspended Kamrab from duty earlier this year 
in connection with drug offense charges. The court set Kamrab’s 
verdict on his case over alleged possession of methamphetamine for 
Oct. 7. General Damrongsak, the police chief, clari!ed that Kamrab 
had no drugs in his system at the time of the attack. 
     The massacre started around noon when Kamrab arrived at the 
daycare in search of his two-year-old stepson; when he could not 
!nd him, Kamrab became distressed and started to !re his gun. He 
!rst began to shoot at staff members, including a teacher who was 
eight-months pregnant. He then managed to get into three separate 
rooms where a total of 24 children were sleeping and fatally stabbed 
all but one of the kids. The lone child survivor was a three-year-old 

Lone perpetrator kills 24 children in !ailand village

by Dell Dumont
Graphics Editor
   As the war in Ukraine entered a new chapter, 
Russian President Vladimir Putin imposed a draft 
intending to collect 300,000 Russian civilians for 
military training and service. Thousands of Rus-
sians received draft papers with instructions on 

where to report for duty. Soldiers marched male 
citizens to buses and planes for training. Putin’s 
actions mark the !rst time since World War II 
that the Kremlin has declared wartime mobiliza-
tion. Putin’s press secretary, Dmitry Sergeyevich 
Peskov, continues to cite the invasion in Ukraine 
as a “special military operation” and the draft a 
“partial mobilization” of soldiers. 
    The draft announcement caught many Russians 
off guard as public opinion polls by the Levada 
Center, Russia’s leading independent polling 
group, show that Putin’s approval ratings dropped 
from 80 percent in August 2022 to 72 percent 
in September 2022. Other pollster websites like 
Russian Field and Russian Watcher show that 
Russian support for the war stands around 72 to 
77 percent.
   Thousands of citizens have "ed Russia to avoid 
the draft, !nding shelter in countries including 
Kazakhstan, Estonia, Lithuania, and Turkey. Since 

have before. New York Times journalist Amanda 
Taub detailed the history of hijab and head veil 
regulations, explaining, “In 1936, Reza Shah 

Pahlavi  — the father of the shah deposed in the 
1979 revolution  — barred women from wearing the 
veil, or hijab, in public, in an effort to Westernize 
Iran.” Women across the globe have brought up 
the fact that all dress codes tend to share one 
primary goal: controlling women’s bodies. In light 
of the injustice, chaos, and brutality in Iran, The 
Foreign Of!ce of the UK recently sanctioned Iran’s 
entire morality police force, which the regime 
established, as well as other key public !gures. 
This sanction bans them from entering the UK and 
any assets held are frozen.

The people of Iran want their voices ampli!ed 
since their government regime is desperate to 
silence them. Amini’s mother stated, “Let the 
world know they killed my daughter.” 
(Sources: Asia Times, BBC, Foreign Policy, Guard-
ian, NY Times, Reuters)

the draft’s announcement, an estimated 200,000 cit-
izens have crossed into Kazakhstan and over 100,000 
in Estonia. Citizens escaping across the border waited 
in line for days to cross and escape conscription. 
Russian families bought plane and train tickets on 
short notice fearing they would be sent to !ght on 
behalf of their government. Those who have "ed to 
outside countries !nd themselves struggling to !nd 
accommodations, like jobs.
     Apart from traveling by air, rail, and road, some 
Russian draftees have gone to incredible lengths 
to avoid enlistment. Videos emerged on various 
platforms showing young men self-in"icting severe 
injuries to break bones and disable themselves, in 
order to physically disqualify themselves.

     The rise of protests against conscription in Russia 
re"ects the growing number of fearful Russian cit-
izens. Polls revealing a decrease in support for this 
war indicate that the sudden compulsory military 
service compelled previously uninformed families 
to reconsider the kind of actions the Russian gov-
ernment had taken. Despite Putin’s best efforts to 
justify his invasion and avoid any transparency with 
Russian citizens, the draft could undermine Russian 
domestic support for the war effort.
(Sources: Forbes, NY Times, The Moscow Times)

HEADING WEST: Civilians enter Finnish border checkpoint.

photos courtesy wikimedia commonsphotos courtesy wikimedia commons

ACROSS BORDERS: Dutch crowds demonstrated in Amsterdam.

     Although a motive for the attack is unknown, Kritsanapong 
Phutrakul, a police lieutenant colonel and the chair of the faculty 
of criminology and justice administration at Rangsit University, 
declared that “[Kamrab] abused drugs and was very stressed and 
upset about his career, his position, his status. To reduce the risk 
to Thai society, his gun should have been taken away from him 
when he was !red.”
     The massacre, which exceeded the death toll of the deadliest 
US school shootings and shook the normally-peaceful community, 
has left the village with a population of 6,300, as well as the rest 
of the Thai community, grieving. As the victims’ cof!ns arrived  
at a temple in the city in northern Thailand, relatives came together 
to hold the funerals during which many of the victims received 
Buddhist rites.
     After the tragedy, The nation also began to ponder solutions 
regarding the issue of gun possession and violence. Lieutenant 
Kritsanapong proclaimed, “We think of mass shootings as something 
from far away, like in the United States, but it’s now obvious that it 
has happened again and again, so we have to start now to protect 
the vulnerable groups at schools, shopping malls, universities, 
community halls.” 
(Sources: ABC News, BBC News, CNN, NY Times)

who managed to sleep through the attack in a corner while a blanket 
covered her body. Kamrab continued to shoot at people on the street 
as he left the center. After the murders, Kamrab shot himself in his 
home, after also killing his wife and stepson.

MARTYRDOM: A tribute to Amini grows in Leipzig, Germany.  

SWEET FREEDOM: Men escape into Georgian territory. 

FIGUREHEAD: Prime Minister Prayut-o-cha consoles affected family members. 

MISMANAGEMENT: Police exacerbated the situation with gas canisters and aggression. LIFE OR DEATH: Arema fans !lled Kanjuruhan stadium to its maximum capacity.
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by Jordan Chan, Angela Sheu, and Linda Wang
Editor-in-Chief, News and Humor Editors

Every day, LGHS students !ock to the cafeteria 
to pick up meals provided through California’s new 
Universal Meals Program. These meals bene"t stu-
dents across the state, alleviating food insecurity 
and combating the negative stigma around free 
lunch programs. However, increased participation 
has also sparked widespread confusion and stress on 
campus, underscoring the lack of necessary support 
for LGHS’ cafeteria system. Students should help the 
cafeteria staff by maintaining respectful behavior 
in line and promoting awareness of how the new 
system works. The LGHS community must also 
advocate for structural changes, including 
a kitchen redesign and more staf"ng, to 
ensure that the cafeteria can continue to 
serve the school community to the best of 
its ability.

The passing of Assembly Bill (AB) 130 
in July of 2021 required schools across 
California to implement the Universal Meals 
Program by Fall 2022. Provisions of the 
bill ensure that all public school students 
receive “nutritiously adequate breakfast and 
lunch,” regardless of socioeconomic status. 
Previously, income determined whether or 
not students quali"ed for free or reduced-
price meals. Assistant Principal Kristi Grasty 
stated that while the program is a “wonder-
ful concept,” it’s also a “big undertaking” for 
the LGHS cafeteria staff, and “scal[ing] it up 
in such a quick period of time systematically 
poses some challenges.”

It is important to clarify how 
AB 130 applies at LGHS because of 
frequent confusion, typically about 
which items the lunch program com-
pensates for. Each student receives one 
free breakfast, picked up before 8:20 
AM, and one free lunch, picked up 
during either break or lunchtime, 
every day. Free lunches include 
an entree, milk, and fruit; the 
cafeteria must continue to charge 
students for “a la carte items” like 
chips, cookies and soft drinks.

Pam Carlino, who has been 
head chef at LGSUHSD for twenty 
years, explained, “parents are in an 
uproar because everything’s supposed 
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to be free. But everything’s not free. Everybody gets 
one free breakfast and one free lunch. Kids will 
run by a water or an Izzy or a second lunch [and] 
they’re charged.” Parents often see these charges 
on their kids’ Titan accounts — which LGSUHSD 
uses to manage meal plans and student fees — and 
ask why “they paid for lunches that are supposed 
to be free.” Sometimes, parents request to cancel 
their child’s account, which is impossible. “It’s really 
confusing,” Carlino expressed. To minimize disorder 
and unnecessary back-and-forth, students and par-
ents must understand which items charge to their 
Titan accounts under the new program.

Changes to the lunch menu have also prompted 
complaints amongst LGHS students about portion 
sizes, ingredients, and discontinued items. Carlino 
re!ected that, “kids are not happy….You know, it’s 
just that the kids are all complaining we need to get 
out of this program and go back to the old way.” In 
response, she emphasized, “it’s all the law. It has 
nothing to do with [our school] personally…your 
meal has to have certain components and it’s very 
limited…it can only have so much meat, so much 
grain, so much dairy.” While the cafeteria staff 
understands kids’ frustrations, the state enforces 
the same rules in every school district. It’s essential 

to recognize the limitations that California’s lunch 
program places on schools before lodging 
complaints against LGHS’ staff. 

As part of AB 130, our school receives 
reimbursements based on the number 
of students enrolled in the program, 
which LGHS tracks through students’ 
Titan accounts. Families must sign up 
students for an account to ensure that 
LGHS delivers accurate meal reports and 
receives adequate reimbursements from 
the program. These reimbursements help 
pay for the cost of making the food, as well 
as possibly hiring more staff in the future.

The new responsibilities under the Uni-
versal Meals program “  added more workload 
on a very small staff to begin with,” Grasty 
revealed. The cafeteria staff typically serves 
around 750 students every day, more than 
double the numbers of students from last 
year. With so few workers, staffers get up as 
early as 4:00 AM to start preparing meals for 

the school  day. They often 
work at both Saratoga 

and Los Gatos cam-
puses, with Car-

lino stating, 
“I’m going 

OCTOBER/NOVEMBER

back and forth between both schools. I have no 
managers…I just can’t get everything done.” 
Fortunately, the LGSUHSD Board has approved 
initiatives to augment cafeteria staffing and 
transition to granting part-time workers full-time 
status this year, but students can continue to 
advocate for even more support.

The structure of the LGHS cafeteria poses 
signi"cant struggles to cafeteria ef"ciency as 
well. Gesturing to the kitchen, Carlino asserted, 
“This is really not big enough. We de"nitely need 
more space.” Grasty corroborated this statement, 
“It would be ideal if we had the extra funding to 
do a big remodel, [but] we don’t have that right 
now…that’s a dream.” 

In the future, the LGHS community can 
advocate for a bond election to allocate money 
to a remodel of facilities, but for now, we can 
make the most of our small space by being more 
respectful of others in line. Grasty suggested, 
“It really helps [the staff] if you have your card 
out so they don’t have to pause and ask for your 
ID number. We should [also] respect people’s 
individual space…be mindful that everyone is 
waiting.” She also wants to remind students to 
show their appreciation for the “really nice human 
beings” who work so hard to ensure students are 
well-nourished. Donya Derakshandeh, an LGHS 
senior who works in the cafeteria, mentioned how 
“just a simple thank you when paying for your 
food” goes a long way.

“It’s a beautiful step that we are endeavoring 
to provide healthy meals for all. And with that 
[being] said, we all need to have patience during 
this time,” Grasty concluded. The Universal Meals 
program is undoubtedly a transformative stepping 
stone to student equity in cafeterias. In order to 
ensure that its implementation goes as smoothly 
as possible and to create a healthy working envi-
ronment at LGHS, we must advocate for support 
and awareness for cafeteria staff.
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by Brynn Gibson
Editor-in-Chief

I was a smart kid. I 
didn’t really pay atten-
tion because I didn’t 
need to; I could get by 
with little to no effort. I 
loved to talk and did so 
all the time. I was “out-
going” and “bright.” It 

was the perfect disguise. What teacher would 
have guessed I had the attention span of a !ea? 
Who would look at me and think, “This girl 
needs help?”

I spent years "ghting an unnamed 
battle. Other kids were quick to call me 
annoying, and I believed them. I couldn’t 
regulate the volume of my voice, my 
impulsive tendencies, and my constant 
"dgeting. Slowly, school turned into a 
constant struggle for survival. I needed to 
focus in class, but I couldn’t. I sacri"ced 
sleep to maintain high grades. 

Nobody makes it to age 16 
unaware that they are colorblind. If 
you are deaf in one ear, you will know 
by the second grade. State-mandated 
testing catches these disabilities at a young 
age. So why was I not diagnosed with Attention 
De"cit/Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) until my 
junior year of high school? Mental differences 
should receive the same testing and treatment 
as physical ones do.

According to a study from the National Insti-
tutes of Health, certain factors decrease a child’s 
chance of an ADHD diagnosis, such as “engaging in 
learning-related behaviors (eg, being attentive), 
displaying greater academic achievement, and not 

having health insurance.” The boy falling out of 
his chair next to me was easily recognized. He was 
a disruption and therefore immediately !agged 
for review. Smart, respectful, and outgoing, I was 
easy to miss. 

When I "nally went to my doctor expecting 
help, I found none. She told me I needed a teacher 
recommendation. When I gave one of my teachers 
the screening form, he looked me dead in the eye 
and declared, “students with A’s don’t have ADHD. 
I will not "ll this out.” Apparently, my "ght to 
stay a!oat was too successful. Don’t bother with 

the life raft; help only comes after you drown.
 The problem is, many adults simply 
do not know what ADHD looks like. A 
diagnosis requires thorough observa-

tions of a child’s behavior. However, 
when those conducting the observa-

tions have zero quali"cations, how is a 
child meant to receive the help they need? 

While psychological tests cannot diag-
nose ADHD on their own, they are useful 

tools to indicate potential cases. The 
Test of Variables of Attention mea-
sures a child’s ability to retain focus 
and attention, and only lasts 21.6 

minutes for children over six years old. If 
every public school sat their "rst graders down 

in a room and made them take this test, possible 
cases could be !agged for further evaluation. 

I don’t blame my teachers; they simply didn’t 
know what to look for. However, the system needs 
to change. I fell through the cracks – and suffered 
the consequences. There are holes in the screen 
that we need to patch up. I spent years hating 
myself, wondering what was wrong with me, when 
all I was missing was a diagnosis. 
(Sources: CDC, Drake Institute, NIH)
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• Screen children
   for ADHD 
• Books always
   trump movies

The creation of social 
media allows for indi-
viduals to become famous 
incredibly easily, allowing 
the opportunity for dan-
gerous role models to be 
put in a position of in!u-
ence. This puts 

viewers, particularly young ones, 
in a vulnerable position as their 
minds are not developed enough 
to differentiate between good 
and bad. Someone in my opin-
ion who has infamously done 
an incredible job at warping 
young, susceptible minds is 
Andrew Tate. Many people live 
in ignorance regarding Tate, not 
realizing how harmful of an in!u-
encer and a person he is, especially 
given his audience.

If you don’t know who Andrew Tate is, go ask 
a fellow high school or even middle school student; 
his name will be recognized and provoke a variety of 
opinions. Originally a kickboxer and participant on 
UK’s Big Brother show (which he got kicked off of), 
Andrew Tate has more recently gained fame on apps 
such as TikTok and YouTube for his misogynistic and  
problematic rants. 

After facing the possibility of an alleged domes-
tic abuse case in the UK, Tate decided to leave for 
Romania as it’s easier to evade rape charges and 
“corruption is accessible to everybody.” He also 
faced investigation in Romania regarding human 
traf"cking and rape charges. Platforms such as 
TikTok and Twitter banned him, but not quick 

Alvares attacks Andrew Tate
by Saya Alvares
Sports Editor

enough to prevent his impact on millions of people. 
On TikTok, videos posted with #andrewtate have 
over 12.7 billion views. 

Tate targets young boys and men, feeding into 
their insecurities while masking violent misogyny 
with a self-help and alpha male complex. On his 
own videos, Tate has actually said, “women are 
a man’s property” and “if you put yourself in a 
position to be raped, you must bear responsib-

lity.” To boys as young as twelve years 
old, their minds are not developed 

enough to realize the absolutely 
horri"c words coming out of his 
mouth. When Tate, someone in 
a position of in!uence, says he 
harms women, his viewers are 
more likely to grow up to think 
it is okay to harm women. To 
victims of sexual assault, and 

to hear someone you know and 
love trying to defend Tate, it is way 

beyond heartbreaking. Their develop-
ing minds don’t have the maturity level to 

know to ignore people like Tate. And knowing it’s 
the exact goal of his, young boys easily in!uenced 
by a toxic masculine in!uence for his own pro"t, 
it hurts to sit back and watch. But at what point 
are the people listening or even joking about this 
man too far gone?

I am begging people to be aware of the impact 
Andrew Tate has on the younger generation, and 
stop joking about supporting him. It is not funny. 
People who support him ‘as a joke’ need to realize 
that they are joking about an alleged rapist and 
a clear misogynist. Open your eyes, realize the 
harm this causes to you and your friends, and call 
them out. 
(Sources: Guardian, Insider, Stuff, TuftsDaily)
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Dahmer Story saw positive feedback from audiences until 
a controversy surrounding the "lm began to surface. 

The show focuses on a serial killer and cannibal 
Jeffery Dahmer, who targeted multiple young 
men, including Lindsey. During Dahmer’s trial, 
Lindsey’s sister Rita Isbell gave an emotional 
victim impact statement that left the courtroom 
silent. While show creators Ryan Murphy and Ian 
Brennan recreated this emotional scene for the 

miniseries, Isbell herself commented on the effect 
these shows have on victims. In an essay published 

in Insider, Isbel explained how she was not contacted 
about the show. Regarding her unexpected appear-

ance, she wrote, “It’s retraumatizing over and 
over again, and for what? How many 

movies/shows/documentaries do  
we need?” 

The question Isbell poses is one 
that I’ve been asking myself. Do we 

need any more of these arguably mediocre 
TV shows and movies about the same old creeps? 

The Dahmer series isn’t the "rst to disrespect a victim 
and their family. Extremely Wicked; Shockingly Evil and 

When you type 
a serial killer’s 
name in Google, 
wha t  do  you 
"nd? An array of 
answers appear 
regarding their early 
life or motives. But, 

chances are, unless you speci"cally search for 
it, few results will tell you about a killer’s victims. 
There are real people who are physically and 
mentally impacted by the irreversible actions 
of serial killers. Many of the directors 
and writers who bring these 
stories to life,fail to com-
municate with victims and 
their families.

The story of 19-year-old Erol 
Lindsey is one of the many stories 
exploited by directors for monetary gain. 
The release of Dahmer - Monster: The Jeffrey 

Stop making shows and movies on serial killers
Vile directed by Joe Berlinger, came out in 2019 and sparked 
a reinterest in proli"c serial killer and rapist Ted Bundy. 
Twelve-year-old Kimberly Leach’s life was cut short by Bundy 
in 1978 after he kidnapped and murdered her. Leach’s story 
is featured in Extremely Wicked, to the upset of her close 
family friends. Lisa Little, who knew Kimberly from child-

hood, disclosed, “We wish this could get put to rest. We’re 
tired of hearing about Bundy.” She expressed her concerns 
about viewers overlooking Bundy’s actions due to popular 
actor Zac Effron playing him. The same can be said about 
Evan Peters in Monster. 

While I can understand the curiosity of the public, I can’t 
fathom how people so carelessly consume this type of media 
without keeping the victims in mind. Producers motivated to 
gain views and money often fail to accurately represent the 
victims’ stories. In these cases, victims are taken advantage 
of for pro"t and get nothing in return besides grief. True 
crime media can be important in spreading the word and 
raising awareness, so I won’t tell you to stop consuming it. 
All I’m saying is it takes a short Google search to determine 
whether or not what you are about to watch is respectful 
to those truly affected.
(Sources: ABC, Insider, Vox)

by Megan Hastings
Media Production Editor

Spend just one day on a high school 
campus and you will see students fraught 
with anxiety, pulling their hair out due 
to stress and wringing their sweaty hands 
as they frantically research their favorite 
university or make plans for tours. It does 
not matter the age — whether they are a 
wide-eyed, spirited freshman, or a vener-

able, learned senior, one thing is for certain: students worry far 
too much about where to go to college.

Consider this: a student works themselves to the bone all 
four years of high school. They have little to no social life and 
spend all of their time studying and cramming for that cherished 
4.8 GPA. They do all of this in hopes of getting into their dream 
college, but what about when after the four years are up and 
they get rejected from said college? What was the point of the 
self-destruction, of the late nights and tears? This narrative is 
far more common than you can imagine. 

It is important for students to understand that where you go to 
college will not make or break your career, success, or determine 
how much money you will make later on in life. The Wall Street  
Journal released an article revealing the top 25 schools chosen by 
job recruiters: Pennsylvania State, Texas A&M, University of Illi-

It does not matter where you choose to go for college
Another factor that matters more than where 
someone went to college is their work experience. 

At some point, if they have put countless 
hours into their respective profes-

sion and are good at it, they are 
simply the better choice over 

someone fresh out of 
college — Harvard  

or not. 
I  hope  i n 

say ing th is  I 
have al leviated 

stress for someone out 
there. It matters not what 

college you have gone to, or 
whether you acquire a public 

or private degree, but how 
you use what you have learned 

in school and apply these things 
to real life. Getting into college 

is not just another set of hurdles to 
jump over; it is a stepping stone to greater 

things, regardless of whether you go to a state 
college or an Ivy League.

(Sources: The Atlantic, Washington Post)

by Ella Marrufo
Sports Editor

Screen children for ADHD

D. Dumont

nois, Purdue, and Arizona State. All of these schools, while 
they are certainly respectable, are not Ivy Leagues. In my 
own life, almost all of the successful adults I know 
went to colleges similar to these, not six percent 
acceptance rate, impossible-to-get-into  
top colleges. 

In the modern workplace it mat-
ters not what college you gradu-
ated from; instead the most 
important thing is having 
a high emotional intel-
l i gence  ( EQ)  a s 
opposed to a 
high IQ. My 
mother — a 
woman with a 
successful career and 
decades of experience — 
admitted to me that she rejected 
a Harvard graduate in favor of someone 
with a degree from a state college. It 
all came down to the EQ of the individual. 
The rejected Harvard grad was intelligent, 
but difficult to work with and was unwilling  
to collaborate. 
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test and I couldn’t afford to fall behind. This year I 
stayed at services until 10:00 PM on Erev Yom Kippur, 
and then stayed up until 1:00 AM to !nish homework. 

Yom Kippur is often frustrating for students, but 
the grievances of Jewish teachers also contribute to 
the dif!culties this day brings in schools. According to 
the United Federation of Teachers, religious holidays 
are deducted from teacher’s sick days, which number 
to ten per year. In addition, lesson plans for substitute 
teachers are often mandated, piling extra work onto 
already overworked teachers. 

As my education progresses, I !nd myself less 
capable of missing days of school. Playing a catch 
up game is never enjoyable, and the odds of having 
a test on Yom Kippur are far too high. Missing school 
is dif!cult — there is no scenario where a student 

does not need to make up work. If one does go to 
school, the learning becomes less valu-

able due to a growling stomach 
and parched throat. 

In a Christian-centric 
country, it is disheart-

ening to know that I 
must hurt my edu-
cation every year 
on Yom Kippur. It’s 
one day a year. 
School districts 
across the coun-
try are adjusting 
their calendars as 

education around 
other  re l i g ions ’ 
holidays becomes 

more prominent. Why is 
LGSUHSD falling behind? 

Now is the time to hold discus-
sion around important holidays such 

as Yom Kippur and the damage caused to 
students who observe such holidays. We wouldn’t just 
be getting a day off school. We would be getting an 
opportunity to observe and celebrate our faith, just 
like we have watched our Christian peers do every year.               
(Source: United Federation of Teachers)

absorb information. Movies revolutionized the 
entertainment industry, bringing a new way 
of indulging in stories by incorporating the 
senses of sight and sound in order to create  
a more enhanced experience. Movies could 
take the events in a book and abbreviate them  
into a more attractive and condensed method 
of entertainment. 

Movies have stripped the world of the 
authentic stories that books have provided for 
centuries. Films remove much of the imagina-
tive qualities that books offer readers. When 
we cannot visualize a character or setting, 
we imagine it. Books trigger our imagination  
to work on a higher level than what it does 
while seeing a movie. In addition, movies do not 
fully articulate the ideas originally presented 
in the book. Because movies fail to show us 
exactly what the characters are thinking, we 
do not see internal development or realiza-
tions within a character and therefore cannot 
recognize many of the messages that an author 
attempts to display. 

Books are also far more accessible resources 
than movies, as one can borrow them from 
libraries, !nd them online, and listen to or 
translate into almost any language. On the 
contrary, movies can only be found through 
devices that require electricity to which 
many people do not have access. Books are 
largely more inexpensive than movies and take  
longer to read than just the quick two-hour 
watch that movies offer.

Although movies may seem more attractive 
to the eye, they are inferior to books 

because they lack the values, 
originality, accessibility, and 
details that books grant read-

ers to better 
themselves 

with knowledge 
passed down from author 

to writer in a more enhancive 
and authentic manner.

Most people nowa-
days would rather sit 
down to a diminished, 
incomplete, and unem-
bellished version of a 
story — known as a 
movie — instead of 
taking the time to truly 

indulge in the world of creativity and inspira-
tion that a thought-provoking book can bring 
to readers. In my eyes, books are a far better 
option than movies. 

For centuries, books have been used to pass 
down information. Literature is vital in the 
development of our society. It has taught us how 
to act, speak, and interpret the world around us. 
They give readers a  passageway into a different 
place where they can observe certain situations 
that they can then apply to their own lives. 
Movies, on the other hand, give a small glimpse 
into the message the author is trying to get at 
and a small fraction of the detail and satisfaction 
that a book can bring.

This movie madness took "ight in the 20th 
century, with the development of cinematography 
and people wanting to diversify the way that they 
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Beamish condemns prioritizing athletics amidst students

by Victor Josifovski
National/World Editor

LG must recognize Yom KippurBooks remain superior

Josifovski reframes argument on gun violence in USA

by Rory Zeman
National/World Editor

     Right now, there are about 60 million 
more guns in the United States than people; 
as such, the United States experiences gun 
death rates at a much greater rate than any 
other developed nation. Gun control therefore 
remains among the most contentious politi-
cal topics in the United States, with many 
activists rightfully opposing gun ownership; 

however, while gun control activism does create a spirited push toward 
reform, it underestimates the gun crisis in a way that limits the move-
ment’s bene!ts. For gun reform to be most effective, it must approach 
the less acknowledged factors of suicide and daily violence in addition 
to mass shootings and assault weapons. 
      The appalling nature of mass shootings means that these tragedies 
are rightfully used as platforms for gun control, invigorating calls for 
new policies and reforms. Since mass shootings routinely make up less 
than one percent of gun deaths in the United States, they are not a 
signi!cant enough proportion of gun violence to serve as a platform 
for the entire gun reform movement. Despite their validity, !xations 
on policies related to mass shootings, like assault weapon bans or 
magazine capacities may ignore the broader tragedies of daily, small 
arms homicides that continue to devastate the United States.

This year is the second 
year in a row that I missed 
at least one Yom Kippur 
service. Instead, I sat in my 
second and fourth periods 
with a grumbling stomach, 
lamenting the fact that  
it is increasingly diffi-

cult to miss school on this holy day. I choose 
to keep with Jewish tradition and fast, dimin-
ishing my learning and disrupting my reli-
gious practices. It should not be necessary for 
any Jewish teen to have to choose between two  
unsatisfactory options — missing school or poor 
learning. Instead, our school district should have 
Yom Kippur off to limit disruptions 
from teaching and learning on an 
important religious holiday.

Yom Kippur is a Jewish 
day of repentance that 
occurs as one of the 
Jewish fall holidays 
called the High 
Holy Days. Despite 
increasing efforts 
t o  p o p u l a r i z e 
Hanukkah, the 
High Holy Days are 
arguably the most 
sacred days on the 
Jewish calendar. 
As part of Yom 
Kippur, the vast majority 
of Jews abstain from food 
and drink from sundown on Erev 
Yom Kippur (the evening before) to 
sundown on Yom Kippur. Typical tradi-
tion also consists of three services — one the night 
before, one morning service, and one afternoon one. 

As a high school student, this day is anything but 
typical for me. Last year I was running from morning 
services to my !fth period class because I had a huge 

by Dana Hathaway
Editorial Editor

respect and equal opportunities. Individuals also blame personal 
failures on other athletes, allowing them to dodge accountabil-
ity for their losses and making it all the much harder to accept 
imperfections and personal limitations. 

When I tell people that I quit my sport, I often face reac-
tions of shock or accusations that I just wasn’t athletic or driven 

enough to endure the life of a student-
athlete. Why is it so hard to accept 

that sports don’t bene!t everyone 
the same way? We like to praise 

sports and obsess over them 
as if they are essential to 
a healthy life, but they 
can often contribute to 
an unhealthy lifestyle. I 
chose to separate myself 
from a toxic environ-

ment, and I encourage 
those struggling with the 
same conditions to remove 
themselves and come to 
terms with the idea that 

you don’t need to play a sport 
to be “normal.”

     Ri"es are involved in roughly  three-
percent of gun homicides, while hand-
guns are involved in !fty nine percent. 
Furthermore, small arms violence accounts 
for about half of all gun deaths (19,000) 
in the United States yearly. Small arms  
violence therefore surpasses violence from mass 
shootings or ri"es. Yet, gun reform 
policies still focus on mass shoot-
ings and their related policies. 
To broaden their scope, policy-
makers should approach more 
comprehensive legislation to  
mitigate the larger trends of 
daily violence in the United 
States, and address the extensive implica-
tions of gun ownership.
     Even if policy makers prioritize daily violence, 
suicide still remains the most unac-
knowledged tragedy of widespread 
gun ownership, accounting 
for 54 percent of all !re-
arm deaths in the 
United States in 

2020. More people die by suicide than homicide with !rearms, and 
as the Harvard School of Public Health puts it: “Every study that has 
examined the issue to date has found that within the US, access to 
!rearms is associated with increased suicide risk.” This makes suicide 
the most devastatating effect of gun ownership, but the one that is  

least acknowledged. Once again, gun reform movements would  
bene!t from broader approaches, including screening pro-

cesses and small arms regulation. 
  In this sense, the gun crisis in the United States 

remains doubly misunderstood between daily violence 
and suicide. Mass shootings are tragedies and should 
be prevented by any means possible, but to best 

mitigate our broader gun crises, we 
must also acknowledege daily  
violence and suicide. We can 
then approach them with 
broader legislation, rather 
 than only that which relates 
to mass shootings.
(Sources: Pew Research 
Inst i tute,  Bloomberg, 
John Hopkins Center for  

Gun Violence Solutions, Har-
vard Public Health.)

D. Dum
ont

With a culture heavily reliant on 
sports for entertainment and physical 
and mental well-being, we often overlook 
the fact that sports frequently do more 
harm than good. To clarify, I am not 
declaring that all sports are inherently 
bad and that they can’t be conducted in 
a healthy environment; however, people 

must understand that sports’ detrimental effects can vastly out-
weigh their potential health and social bene!ts. 

As a former athlete, I often found myself constantly physically 
and mentally overwhelmed, primarily induced by stress and the 
expectations placed upon myself. Young athletes have to deal with 
immense pressures to succeed both on and off the !eld. A drive to 
pursue one’s best outcome is healthy, but without proper balance, 
it is easy to slip into a mental battle for complete perfection that is 
not maintainable or healthy. The mentality that coaches reinforce 
alongside intense competition can lead to destructive relationships 
that damage self-con!dence and the ability to handle mistakes. 

While society highlights the wonders that sports can do for 
one’s physical health, the tolls athletics can take on the body 
are often swept under the rug. From severe concussions to torn 

ligaments, there is a !ne line between competitive amusement and 
athletes suffering from physical overload. I often watched young girls 
suffer through injuries during practice due to a fear of voicing their 
concerns to a coach who would potentially put them on hold for the 
season. In turn, this leads to an environment that fosters a fear of 
speaking out, making athletes put their sports above their health, 
which is pernicious and can lead to extreme physical risk. Therefore, 
this silence invalidates the very argument for well-being that sports 
supposedly promote.

Outside of the effects on the individual, toxic team envi-
ronments reinforce negative interactions between team-
mates and pit young, impressionable 
athletes against those whom they 
should support and work with. 
With multiple athletes all 
competing for the same 
spot or the same rec-
ognition, teammates 
b e c o me  ho s t i l e 
towards each other, 
only seeing their 
peers as numbers or 
!gures to beat, rather than 
as actual humans deserving of 

by Bridie Beamish
Culture Editor
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These Vegan Pumpkin Spice White Chocolate Chip Cookies are a variation on my all time These Vegan Pumpkin Spice White Chocolate Chip Cookies are a variation on my all time 
favorite chocolate chip cookies. They’re thick and sweet with just the right amount of favorite chocolate chip cookies. They’re thick and sweet with just the right amount of 

salty, plus they get that classic cracked cookie effect in the oven.salty, plus they get that classic cracked cookie effect in the oven.

  

DirectionsDirections
Preheat your oven to 350 degrees F and line a baking sheet with parchment paper. Preheat your oven to 350 degrees F and line a baking sheet with parchment paper. 

In a medium bowl, combine the !ours, cornstarch, baking soda, sea salt, and pumpkin In a medium bowl, combine the !ours, cornstarch, baking soda, sea salt, and pumpkin 
spice mix. Set aside. In a large bowl, using an electric mixer, cream together the margarine, spice mix. Set aside. In a large bowl, using an electric mixer, cream together the margarine, 
sugar, maple syrup, pumpkin puree, molasses, and vanilla for 3 minutes on high speed. Add sugar, maple syrup, pumpkin puree, molasses, and vanilla for 3 minutes on high speed. Add 
in half of the dry mixture and continue to beat on  low until combined, then add the other in half of the dry mixture and continue to beat on  low until combined, then add the other 
half of the mixture, once again beating until combined. Fold in the white chocolate chips half of the mixture, once again beating until combined. Fold in the white chocolate chips 
with a spatula. Roll the dough, " cup at a time, into balls and place on the cookie sheet with a spatula. Roll the dough, " cup at a time, into balls and place on the cookie sheet 

with about 3 inches in between each. Top each one with a few white  with about 3 inches in between each. Top each one with a few white  
chocolate chips. Bake for 14-16 minutes, until the cookies are lightly golden.chocolate chips. Bake for 14-16 minutes, until the cookies are lightly golden.

--Sidney BrickerSidney Bricker, , Media Production EditorMedia Production Editor

Dry ingredientsDry ingredients
1 1/2 cups white !our1 1/2 cups white !our

3/4 cups oat !our3/4 cups oat !our
1 tablespoon cornstarch1 tablespoon cornstarch
1 teaspoon baking soda1 teaspoon baking soda

1 teaspoon sea salt1 teaspoon sea salt
1 teaspoon pumpkin spice mix1 teaspoon pumpkin spice mix

    
  

Halloween is a time that calls for ghosts, Halloween is a time that calls for ghosts, 

ghouls, and goblins. Luckily, the writers of the 
ghouls, and goblins. Luckily, the writers of the 

world have the talent to encapsulate this in their stories.
world have the talent to encapsulate this in their stories.

I cannot mention horror without acknowledging Stephen 
I cannot mention horror without acknowledging Stephen 

King. His #rst novel, Carrie, is a tale for all the high school girls 
King. His #rst novel, Carrie, is a tale for all the high school girls 

on the brink of a telekinetic psychotic break. In the spirit of classics, 
on the brink of a telekinetic psychotic break. In the spirit of classics, 

I also recommend My Best Friend’s Exorcism, by Grady Hendrix, set in a 
I also recommend My Best Friend’s Exorcism, by Grady Hendrix, set in a 

timeless 80’s American high school. If books that seem endless aren’t your 
timeless 80’s American high school. If books that seem endless aren’t your 

style, Tender is the Flesh, by Agustina Bazterrics, is a short but de#nitely 
style, Tender is the Flesh, by Agustina Bazterrics, is a short but de#nitely 

not sweet dystopian horror that will have you shuddering after you !ip 
not sweet dystopian horror that will have you shuddering after you !ip 

the last page. If after this you still #nd yourself in need of a good scare, 
the last page. If after this you still #nd yourself in need of a good scare, 

follow my Goodreads and you’ll be guaranteed a happy Halloween.
follow my Goodreads and you’ll be guaranteed a happy Halloween.

--Megan HastingsMegan Hastings,  ,  
Media Production EditorMedia Production Editor
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 Bake a spooky treat!

                             Have a laugh!

  
With Halloween With Halloween 

right around the corner, it’s right around the corner, it’s necessary for the good of your soul that 
necessary for the good of your soul that you, yes you, feed your inner child with the 

you, yes you, feed your inner child with the entertainment that they deserve. Here are my top 
entertainment that they deserve. Here are my top three, Georgia Kaufman approved, Halloween-time movie 

three, Georgia Kaufman approved, Halloween-time movie favorites. It’s The Great Pumpkin, Charlie Brown!: This #lm 
favorites. It’s The Great Pumpkin, Charlie Brown!: This #lm has to be one of my absolute favorites, simply because I feel I’m 

has to be one of my absolute favorites, simply because I feel I’m being transformed back to when I was a child. It is the ultimate 
being transformed back to when I was a child. It is the ultimate comfort movie. Halloweentown: A Classic. Not much else to vouch 

comfort movie. Halloweentown: A Classic. Not much else to vouch for besides the skeleton chauffeur. Nightmare Before Christmas: 
for besides the skeleton chauffeur. Nightmare Before Christmas: Technically not a Halloween movie, but hey, it’s never too early 
Technically not a Halloween movie, but hey, it’s never too early for Christmas. I don’t know how helpful this list has been for 
for Christmas. I don’t know how helpful this list has been for you, but if you have taken nothing away from it, at least 

you, but if you have taken nothing away from it, at least understand this: Hallmark Halloween movies are not 
understand this: Hallmark Halloween movies are not Georgia Kaufman approved.Georgia Kaufman approved.

--Georgia KaufmanGeorgia Kaufman,  ,  
Opinion EditorOpinion Editor

  
These Vegan Pumpkin Spice White Chocolate Chip Cookies are a variation on my all time These Vegan Pumpkin Spice White Chocolate Chip Cookies are a variation on my all time 
favorite chocolate chip cookies. They’re thick and sweet with just the right amount of favorite chocolate chip cookies. They’re thick and sweet with just the right amount of 

salty, plus they get that classic cracked cookie effect in the oven.salty, plus they get that classic cracked cookie effect in the oven.

  

DirectionsDirections
Preheat your oven to 350 degrees F and line a baking sheet with parchment paper. Preheat your oven to 350 degrees F and line a baking sheet with parchment paper. 

In a medium bowl, combine the !ours, cornstarch, baking soda, sea salt, and pumpkin In a medium bowl, combine the !ours, cornstarch, baking soda, sea salt, and pumpkin 
spice mix. Set aside. In a large bowl, using an electric mixer, cream together the margarine, spice mix. Set aside. In a large bowl, using an electric mixer, cream together the margarine, 
sugar, maple syrup, pumpkin puree, molasses, and vanilla for 3 minutes on high speed. Add sugar, maple syrup, pumpkin puree, molasses, and vanilla for 3 minutes on high speed. Add 
in half of the dry mixture and continue to beat on  low until combined, then add the other in half of the dry mixture and continue to beat on  low until combined, then add the other 
half of the mixture, once again beating until combined. Fold in the white chocolate chips half of the mixture, once again beating until combined. Fold in the white chocolate chips 
with a spatula. Roll the dough, " cup at a time, into balls and place on the cookie sheet with a spatula. Roll the dough, " cup at a time, into balls and place on the cookie sheet 

with about 3 inches in between each. Top each one with a few white  with about 3 inches in between each. Top each one with a few white  
chocolate chips. Bake for 14-16 minutes, until the cookies are lightly golden.chocolate chips. Bake for 14-16 minutes, until the cookies are lightly golden.

--Sidney BrickerSidney Bricker, , Media Production EditorMedia Production Editor

Dry ingredientsDry ingredients
1 1/2 cups white !our1 1/2 cups white !our

3/4 cups oat !our3/4 cups oat !our
1 tablespoon cornstarch1 tablespoon cornstarch
1 teaspoon baking soda1 teaspoon baking soda

1 teaspoon sea salt1 teaspoon sea salt
1 teaspoon pumpkin spice mix1 teaspoon pumpkin spice mix

Wet ingredientsWet ingredients
1 cup vegan margarine 1 cup vegan margarine 

1 cup brown sugar, packed1 cup brown sugar, packed
1/8 cup maple syrup1/8 cup maple syrup

1/8 cup canned pumpkin puree1/8 cup canned pumpkin puree
1 tablespoon molasses1 tablespoon molasses

1 tablespoon vanilla extract1 tablespoon vanilla extract
1/3 cup mini white chocolate chips1/3 cup mini white chocolate chips

 
Dedicated, loyal, and wondrous El Gato read-ers, we have #nally entered spooky 

season. And to of#cially welcome this time 
of year, we need to start off with four appropri-

ate and truly riveting Halloween jokes. 
#1) Why didn’t the vampires attack Taylor Swift? 

(Answer: she had Bad Blood). 
#2) What’s a ghost’s favorite play? (Answer: Romeo and Ghoul-iet). #3) What do skeletons order at a restaurant? (Answer: Spare Ribs). Finally, last but not least, #4: How do ghosts get 

their news? (Answer: the El Gato BOO-spaper). 
(Sources: Country Living, Parade)-Kate Gruetter,  National/World Editor

Watch a scary movie!



where the 
men decide 

to build a 
‘home on skis.’ This 

idea goes up in !ames, literally, 
forcing Clarkson, Hammond, and 
May to venture into Finland, where 
May almost dies after his car breaks 
through a thin ice sheet covering a 
lake. Fortunately, the hosts make it 
home alive. 

While welcomed, this special 
raises a few questions, such as how 

many more episodes will Amazon produce? All good things must 
come to an end, and while Amazon has the funds to put out many 
more of these specials, this may not be realistic. Due to the age of 

by Bridie Beamish
Culture Editor

On Oct. 4, actor Angelina Jolie "led new 
abuse allegations against her ex-husband, Brad 
Pitt. After a legal battle emerged between stars 
Jolie and Pitt over their shared ownership of 
a French vineyard, Jolie claimed that Pitt got 
abusive with her and their kids on a private 
plane ride back in 2016. In the court "ling, 
Jolie’s lawyers declared 
that disputes over 
the sale of her share 
of the winery to 
Pitt began after 
he demanded that 
Jolie sign a “nondis-
closure agreement 
that would have con-
tractually prohibited 
her from speaking 
outside of court 
about  Pitt’s phys-
ical and emotional 
abuse of her and 
their children.”

The "ling describes the alleged domestic 
violence from 2016 when Pitt, Jolie, and their 
six children !ew back to California from their 
winery in France. Jolie asserts that Pitt was 
hostile before the !ight, and when she asked 
him what was wrong, he lashed out at her for 
being too deferential to their children. Accord-
ing to the "ling, he later pulled her into the 
bathroom, shook her by the head, and slammed 
her against the wall. 

Allegedly, when their kids, between 
the ages of eight and fifteen at the time, 
began to ask if Jolie was okay, Pitt lunged 
at two of them, choking one and hitting 
another in the face. The "ling declares that  
Jolie grabbed Pitt from behind to stop him and pro-
tect the kids, to which Pitt responded by lunging  
backward into the airplane seats, injuring 
Jolie’s back and elbow. He also allegedly poured 

alcohol on Jolie and their children during the 
same incident. 

After investigating the incident, federal 
authorities decided not to charge Pitt with a 
crime. The report made by federal prosecutors 
and investigators states that “It was agreed by 
all parties that criminal charges in this case 
would not be pursued due to several factors.” 
Just days after the flight, Jolie filed for a 
divorce, which cited abuse claims, to end their  

12-year relationship.
Howeve r,  the se 
deta i ls  of  P itt ’s 

alleged violence 
only came out 
during the more 
recent ownership 

dispute. Jolie’s 
lawyers wrote in 
the cross com-
plaint, “when 
Pitt "led this 
lawsuit seek-
ing to reassert 
control over 

Jolie’s "nancial life and compel her to rejoin 
her ex-husband as a frozen-out business partner, 
Pitt forced Jolie to publicly defend herself on 
these issues for the "rst time.”

Pitt sued Jolie on the argument that they 
had agreed not to sign away their share of the 
vineyard without consulting each other and 
that by selling her part, she was deliberately 
trying to undermine and hurt Pitt. On the 
other hand, Jolie declared that Pitt backed 
out of their tentative deal last year after she 
refused to sign his non-disparagement clause, 
leaving her to make her own sale. Jolie claims 
that she grew increasingly uncomfortable with 
being in the alcohol business after seeing the 
effects it had on her family and that there 
was neither a verbal nor a written agreement 
resembling the one Pitt describes. 
(Sources: BBC, NPR, NY Times)

by Owen Fugit
Media Production Editor

Released this past September, the most recent episode in a series 
of ‘specials’ from the hit car show The Grand Tour, gave new life to 
the series some considered doomed. This new release also raised 
some questions and concerns about the future of the series. The 
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Jolie accuses Pitt of abuseJolie accuses Pitt of abuse Liu reveals Fulmer cheating scandal
by Nadia Liu
Public Relations Manager

With a collective following of around 12 million, 
the Try Guys are exactly what their name implies — 
they’re guys who try stuff. The group has 
consisted of Buzzfeed video producers 
Ned Fulmer, Keith Habersberger, Zach 
Kornfeld, and Eugene Lee Yang, known 
for trying things like skiing in Speedos, 
roller derby, and nail exten-
sions. Most recently, how-
ever, they’ve been known 
for a cheating scandal that 
has resulted in the group  
ousting Fulmer.

Over Labor Day weekend, 
fans informed the Try Guys 
about Fulmer’s “public 
romant ic  behavior” 
with employee Alexan-
dra Herring, sending 
in videos and photos 
of the two together 
in public. The group 
remained silent on 
the topic, but began 
posting videos without 
Fulmer, which fans received 
as a con"rmation. However, on 
Sept. 27, the Try Guys Instagram 
posted a statement saying, “Ned is 
no longer working with the Try Guys. 
As a result of a thorough internal review, 
we do not see a path forward together,” 
of"cially con"rming Fulmer’s removal from 
the group. Fulmer, who is married to Ariel 
Fulmer with whom he has two kids, also con-
"rmed the reports, posting, “Family should 
have always been my priority, but I lost focus 
and had a consensual workplace relationship.” 
The remainder of the group acted quickly, editing 
Fulmer out of merchandise, new videos, and epi-
sodes of their Food Network show “No Recipe Road 
Trip with the Try Guys.” 

The long-awaited video explanation dropped 
on Oct. 3, revealing Fulmer’s actions and the 
future of the company. In it, a seething Yang, 
disappointed Habersberger, and teary Kornfeld 
delivered a statement to fans, imbued with genuine 

pain and disappointment. They 
revealed that Fulmer’s affair 
blindsided them. “We’re losing 
a friend. We’re losing someone 
we built a company with, we 

have countless memories with,” 
Kornfeld explained. The video also 
clari"es that going forward, Fulmer 

will not appear in any 
Try Guys videos, 
with some series 

now canceled, losing 
the group money, but 

sending a clear mes-
sage. “We refused to 

sweep things under the 
rug. That is not who we 
are and that is not what we 
stand for,” affirmed Yang,  

visibly furious. 
The entire scandal was 

extremely shocking for fans 
of the channel, especially since 

Fulmer had cultivated a “wife guy” persona. 
He mentions his love for his wife in nearly 
every video, making the affair a complete 
surprise. Furthermore, fans were even more 
outraged when they identified the woman 
involved as Alexandra Herring, an employee 
of the company in which he is a part-owner, 
subjecting the relationship to a massive  

power imbalance. 
At the end of the video, the remaining Try Guys 

vowed to make the best possible content until the 
end of the year, after which they will reevaluate the 
future of the channel as a whole. “We appreciate you 
and we look forward to introducing you to the next 
era of the Try Guys,” Kornfeld concluded.
(Sources: TIME, Vulture)

Fugit details new episode of hit show The Grand Tour

B. Gibson

by Kate Gruetter
National/World Editor

On Sept. 28, Net!ix released the "lm Blonde, a "ctionalized 
depiction of the life and career of Marilyn Monroe. Andrew 
Dominik directed the "lm, which stars Ana De Armas 
as Monroe. Based on Joyce Carol Oates’ novel Blonde, 
the movie is not a biopic, but rather an exaggerated 
perspective on the late movie star’s life.

The "lm begins with Monroe’s childhood and follows her 
abusive mother’s mistreatment and her adoptive parents’ 
abandonment. It quickly !ashes forward to her career 
in Hollywood, focusing on Monroe’s four major  
relationships and her hardships in the spotlight.

One aspect of the "lm I did appreciate was its 
distinction between the character of Marilyn Monroe 
and Norma Jean, Monroe’s given name. The "lm plays 
with the toll “Marilyn” takes on Norma Jean, and portrays 
how she prefers her loved ones and managers to call her by her 
birth name. This feature helps humanize Monroe and adds depth to 

her character, however the respect and thoughtfulness seemingly ends 
here.  Though the "lm makes an attempt at metaphors and deep 

criticism of Hollywood’s mistreatment, it instead comes off 
as sloppy, disrespectful, and disgusting. 

While the "lm does not outwardly advertise itself 
as a biopic, it hasn’t strayed away from, nor avoided 

the title either. It blurs the line between fantasy 
and reality and does little to assure audiences it 
is not, in fact, a biopic. Rather, the "lm plays 
into this title without accepting the label, 
leading viewers to assume Blonde is an accurate 
representation of Monroe, when, in reality, it 
is anything but. 

The majority of the "lm depicts Monroe’s 
struggles in Hollywood, but does so through 

oversexualizing and glamorizing her pain. 
Graphic rape and sexual assault scenes are 
featured, and the fact that the "lm is not 
an actual account of her life make these 

scenes feel unnecessary and forced. Rather than exploring Hollywood’s 
mistreatment, writers and director chose to depict Monroe as a victim 
and nothing more, failing to celebrate her legacy or life. 

Blonde also blurs the boundaries between respect and blatant 
mockery. The "lm’s "nal scene, which portrays Monroe’s suicide, 
was "lmed in the exact place Monroe died in real life. Fans were 
quick to call the "lm out for this statement, stating that shooting 
in Monroe’s home was invasive and prevents the star from simply 
resting in peace. 

Overall, Blonde is not only a cinematic letdown, but also a 
disrespectful piece. Though De Armas’ performance is outstanding, 
graphic and overly sexualized scenes tarnish the movie, making 
it one of the many thoughtless depictions of a female celebrity’s 
struggles (others include Britney Spears and Amy Winehouse). If you 
choose to watch Blonde, it is important to recognize the problem 
with Hollywood and its depiction of women. Make sure you remember 
it is not the truth, rather a fantastical depiction of a woman who 
deserves to rest.
(Sources: Capital FM, Forbes, IMDb)

Gruetter criticizes Netflix film Blonde’s portrayal of Monroe

B. Gibson

B. Gibson

D. Dumont

specials have had less cohesion and entertainment value than 
viewers expected. This recent episode, titled “A Scandi Flick,” 
was crucial in deciding the fate of The Grand Tour. Thankfully,  
it did not disappoint, netting an 8.9 out of 10 on IMDb.  
Clarkson, Hammond, and May start their journey in Norway, 
adventuring across icy roads and lakes to reach Sweden,  

all three hosts, one of them will inevitably die either before, or 
most likely during, the filming of one of these specials. This is 
not something that viewers like to think about, but it is dif-
ficult to ignore as all of the hosts have aged visibly since the 
last special, and they have all commented on their age across 
multiple episodes of the show. In reality, Amazon will probably 
only be able to produce a maximum of two more specials before 
something prevents the hosts from filming. 

Fans have long awaited this special as it serves as a revival 
of what made Top Gear so good: the chemistry Clarkson, Ham-
mond, and May create not just with each other, but also with the 
viewers. Top Gear and the Grand Tour have been so successful in 
part because the hosts know how to engage an audience and a 
fanbase while bringing in new viewers. Clarkson, Hammond, and 
May are icons, and their influence dominates the internet. Some 
may remember the video of May slamming cheese down onto a 
table, exclaiming “cheese.” It is almost impossible to separate 
these old, non-tech-savvy British men from pop culture. Clark-
son, Hammond, and May have had some spectacular moments 
across their two-decades-long television career, and hopefully, 
more great moments are to come.
(Source: IMDb)

Grand Tour 
has recently 
switched to 

a  ‘ specials 
only’ format. At "rst, these specials were doing well, bring-
ing hosts Jeremy Clarkson, Richard Hammond, and James 
May to far-off areas like Vietnam. However, recently, these 

•iGruetter reviews          
    Netflix show Blonde 
•  Don’t Worry Darling     
     premieres in theaters
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Don't Worry Darling hits the theaters
by Michaela Thimot and 
Georgia Kaufman
People and Opinion Editors

On Sept. 23, thousands 
of fans !ooded into the-
aters to watch actress Flor-
ence Pugh star as Alice 
Chambers alongside pop-
star Harry Styles as Jack 
Chambers in the new psy-
chological thriller Don’t 
Worry Darling. 

This utopian sto-
ryline set in the 1950s 
places married couples in 
seemingly perfect houses 
in an equally perfect Ameri-
can town called Victory. Every 
day, the husbands commute to a 
top-secret lab in the desert to work, while the wives are left to 
wander throughout town shopping, cleaning their houses, and  
enjoying their picture-perfect lives. 

Koshalieva reviews new Dahmer series
by Aliya Koshalieva
Graphics Editor
TW: Sexual Assault, Murder, Cannibalism

Since its Sept. 21 release, Dahmer – Mon-
ster: The Jeffrey Dahmer Story has quickly 
risen in popularity. Currently the most-watched 
Netflix show in the world, Dahmer, starring 
Evan Peters, covers the life and murders of the  
infamous serial killer and cannibal Jeffrey Dahmer. 
Peters draws attention to Dahmer after his break-
out role in the anthology TV show American  
Horror Story.

Dahmer has received both praise and con-
demnation. Critics and viewers have 
praised the acting in the show, 
specifically Peters’ portrayal 
of Dahmer. Additionally, the 
series is historically accurate, 
with very few minor changes. 
However, some call the show 
controversial for not asking 
the victims’ families for per-
mission. Rita Isbell, sister 
of victim Errol Lindsey, said 
that Net!ix never contacted her 
about the show and said she felt 
“retraumatized” by the show in an 
essay written for The Insider. 

Further controversy arose when view-
ers found the show under the LGBTQ+ tag; they 
felt anger as they said this was the wrong type 
of representation. On Sept. 23, Net!ix removed 
the LGBTQ+ tag from Dahmer. The current tags 
are Crime TV shows, Social Issue TV Dramas, etc. 

Dahmer also features the actual polaroids 
taken by Dahmer with no warning. After watch-
ing Dahmer and seeing the real polaroids, I 
couldn’t sleep for two days. I almost threw my 
computer out the window when I saw them 
again. The events in the show had me covering 
my mouth with my hand and nearly throwing 
up. One of the scenes that stands out showcases 
14-year-old Konerak Sinthasomphone, Dah-
mer’s youngest victim, who went to Dahmer’s 
apartment only because his family needed the 

money. I sat there by myself at three in the 
morning, gagging and sobbing while watching 
what happened to him. I found myself shak-
ing in anger when Sinthasomphone escaped, 
but was returned to Dahmer’s apartment. The 
neighbors complained about the noises and smell 
coming from Dahmer’s apartment, but nothing 
was done. It made my blood boil knowing that 
the police failed Konerak and Dahmer’s other 
victims. At the end of the episode, I had to lie 
down and stare at the ceiling to process what  
I had watched. 

Dahmer provokes a roller coaster of emo-
tions in the viewer. I felt fear (of Dahmer) and 
guilt (for watching this without the families’ 
consent). I questioned all of my life choices 
when I laughed at one of Dahmer’s jokes. The 
acting was so good yet disturbing that I went 
through grief stages during each episode. Evan 
Peters embodies Dahmer incredibly accurately 
as he nails his mannerisms and accent. I rate 
it a six out of ten for factuality, acting, and 
plot; however, the gore was excessive, and the 
production immoral. I would give it a higher 
rating if this was a fictional show, but because 
of the controversy surrounding this show it 
earns a lower score. Even if it had the fami-
lies’ consent, I would still feel uncomfortable  
about this show. 
(Sources: Net!ix, Vanity Fair, The Insider) 

Northrop adores Broadway SF

El Gato RecommendsEl Gato Recommends:: Gracie Abrams Gracie Abrams,, Rom Rom--ComsComs,, and more and more

The reality of Alice’s world begins to crumble when she grows 
curious about what the husbands truly do for work. The "lm fol-

lows her adventure into the desert, although wives 
are forbidden to go. After she returns from the 

desert, she begins to lose her sense of reality 
and starts seeing strange things, and 

her suspicions about Victory and 
the truth behind it rise as each 
day passes. 

Although the "lm begins as 
a utopian fantasy, it soon turns 
into a dystopia, ensuring any 
audience member leaves contem-
plating the reality of their world. 

Similar to The Truman Show, Don’t 
Worry Darling pushes the idea that 

picture-perfect worlds may come to 
life as a result of society’s need for perfection. In an 

interview at the Venice Film Festival, Styles stated, “My favorite 
thing about the movie is that it feels like a movie.” 

Olivia Wilde not only directed the "lm, but she also co-stars 
as Bunny, Alice’s best friend. Notable to fans, Wilde and Styles 

also began a romantic relationship during production. In the midst of the 
drama surrounding the "lm, Wilde commented, “No amount of internet 
bullying can cause me to question my belief in a movie made collectively 
by so many brilliant people. We worked too hard, and went through too 
much together, to be derailed by something that really has nothing to 
do with "lmmaking.”

Despite the hype leading up to the release of the movie, it received a 
low Rotten Tomatoes score of 39 percent and an IMDB rating of 6.3. These 
low ratings are not entirely shocking, as there was much controversy 
surrounding the thriller even before its release. Throughout the "lming 
process, new scandals and drama arose nearly every week surrounding 
the stars on set. Fans became increasingly curious about the relationship 
between Wilde and Styles, and some even insisted that the relationship was 
purely for media attention. It was known to the public that before casting 
Styles in the role of Jack Chambers, Wilde "red Shia LaBeouf for the role, 
which caused much discourse coming from LaBeouf’s end, as he claims  
he left the "lm on his own.

Whether you saw the infamous spitting of Harry Styles onto Chris 
Pine or heard about the tension between Pugh and LaBeouf, the cultural 
gossip surrounding Don’t Worry Darling isn’t the only reason to see this 
psychological thriller.
(Sources: Complex, Screen Rant)
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by Ainsley Northrop
News Editor

The 2021-2022 season of Broadway San 
Francisco is almost over, so be sure to catch 
the "nal two shows! This season consisted of 
several performances ranging from amazing to 
laughable: Hadestown, The Prom, Oklahoma, 
To Kill a Mockingbird, Moulin Rouge, and Ain’t  
too Proud.

The "rst show I watched was Hadestown, a 
musical that focuses on the ancient Greek myth 
of Orpheus and Eurydice. Writ-
ten by Anaïs Mitchell, Hadestown 
incorporates a medley of folk and 
jazz-inspired original music as it 
follows the somewhat tweaked ver-
sion of the original story. Not only 
did this show have a stellar cast, 
but its set included a revolving 
stage, an onstage band, and blind-
ing lights to represent the train to 
the underworld. 

The next show I attended was 
The Prom. The show followed the 
struggles of a lesbian teenager in 
an Indiana town, whose one wish 
is to take her girlfriend to prom. It 
was an incredibly enjoyable expe-
rience. I appreciated the vibrant,  
sparkly costumes, as well as the enthu 
siastic choreography. 

In August, my friend and I 
watched Oklahoma at the Golden 
Gate Theater. Oklahoma was easily the most 
enjoyable show, but only because of its strange 
artistic choices. The original show, written by 
Rodgers and Hammerstein which debuted in 
1943, struck audiences by surprise, providing a 
thoughtful escape from the times of World War 
II. In the theater world it is still considered a 
revolutionary musical. However, I would argue 
that the revival did not do the original justice. 
The show included awkward artistic decisions 
such as modernized costumes, spontaneous 
green lighting, night vision cameras, and a 

contemporary dance solo (in contrast to the 
original ballet). The Oklahoma revival was a 
thrill to watch, but was objectively among one 
of the worst professional musicals I have seen.

In September I caught Harper Lee’s To Kill 
A Mockingbird at the Golden Gate Theater. This 
was the only play of the otherwise musical-
"lled season and was very well done. It at 
"rst surprised me to see that adults played 
the children in the story, but the actors were 
so incredibly talented that their age eventu-

ally became irrelevant as 
the play progressed. The 
show took inspiration from 
the classic book by the 
same title, which follows 
the plot of lawyer Atticus 
Finch as well as the theme 
of underlying racism in his 
town through the case of 
Tom Robinson, who is a 
man unjustly accused of 
sexual assault. Despite not 
containing music or dance, 
this play was excellent and  
still entertaining.

Moulin Rouge, a juke-
box musical containing 
songs such as “Single 
Ladies,” and “Shut Up 
and Dance,” was the "nal 
show that I attended. This 
musical was the love story 

of a poor song writer and an extravagant 
performer that followed the plot of them 
"ghting to keep the nightclub she works for 
open through creating a musical. The dancing 
skills were impeccable and the set included 
realistic star backdrops as well as extravagant 
lights. In addition to this, the costumes were  
incredibly detailed.

This season of Broadway SF has been 
incredibley entertaining and impressive so far, 
so make sure to check out the two shows still 
running: Moulin Rouge and Ain’t Too Proud!

A. Koshalieva

 Young and upcoming singer Gracie Abrams released her new 
single “Dif"cult” on Oct. 6. In collaboration with Aaron Dessner, 
Abrams’ most recent hit reveals a rhythmic background that blends 
gracefully with her serene voice. The 23-year-old is known for 
her soothing melodies and “bedroom pop” style, which is further 
showcased on this song. The song itself poeti-
cally expresses Abrams’ view of herself as a 
burden to others around her and explores 
details of her rather private and per-
sonal life. Abrams’ has produced another 
bop of a song, and fans can hope for  
a debut album in the future after 
 these amiable singles.
- Saya Alvares, Sports Editor 

Romantic comedies are the 
perfect remedies for bad days, or 
pick-me-ups when you need a 
break. My favorite rom-com is the 
underrated Set It Up, streaming 
on Netflix, which follows two 
coworkers who fall in love while 
trying to set up their bosses. It’s 
quirky, funny, and perfect for a 
chill night in. Put on your PJs, 
grab some popcorn, and take the 

opportunity to watch 10 Things I Hate About 
You on Disney+, featuring an adorable enemies to  
lovers arc. For fans of action, consider Mr. and 
Mrs. Smith, which focuses on a married couple 
(Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie) as they become  
aware of each other’s secret agent double life. 

With stellar one-liners and exciting action 
shots, Mr. and Mrs. Smith does not disap-
point when put on the big screen. As the 
spooky season approaches, cuddle up with 

a rom-com for some much-needed love.
- Nadia Liu, Public Relations Manager 

Japanese animation studio 
Maruyama Animation Produce 

Project Association released its first episode of 
Chainsaw Man (CSM) on Oct. 11. This anime 

adaptation of Tatsuki Fujimoto’s hit manga 
series, serialized in Shonen Jump, is one 
of the most anticipated anime of the fall. 
It follows a teenage boy named Denji who 
becomes a devil hunter in a horror-fantasy 
world. With monsters, gore, and exceptionally  
dark themes, CSM is the perfect watch for the 
Halloween season, although — be warned 
— it is not suitable for the faint of heart.  

It features music from Ken-
suke Ushio, who composed 
for other animated sensa-
tions like A Silent Voice and  
Devilman Crybaby.
(Sources: TV Insider, Collider)
- Jordan Chan, Editor-in-Chief

The spooky season has 
every industry in its choke-
hold come September; its 
drinks, candles, books, and 
movies captivate all. But other 
than copious amounts of Hal-
loween candy, sometimes I 

feel it lacks in the food area. So, allow me to introduce to you  
P illsbury Ready To Bake Pumpkin Shape Sugar Cookie 
Dough.  These cookies simply require an oven, a baking 
sheet, and 12-14 minutes of your time. You can order them 
online at the Pillsbury website or get them in stores, includ-
ing Walmart and Target. These delicacies are sweet without 
being sickly and never come out too raw or overly crispy.  
Trust me, these delicious, simple, and cute baked goods are the 
perfect study buddy, movie munch, or social snack. 
(Source: Pillsbury.com)
- Kate Gruetter, National/World Editor

D.Dumont
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Most of these reviews have one or two likes, which seems 
depressing by Instagram standards. By Letterboxd standards, I 
am Kylie Jenner. I am an in! uencer. The second I get a like on 
a review, my ego gets raised to “middle school boy lands a water 
bottle ! ip in front of his crush” levels of ego. The dopamine 
rush is an addiction. 

Letterboxd represents more than my opinion on movies; it 
encompasses my mental state and emotions throughout the year. For 
example, scrolling through my Letterboxd diary, you will see the time 
I watched every single Spiderman movie in two days. I was not doing 
well. You will also see the outrageous amount of rom-coms I watch, 
all with reviews like “bad movie, hot cast.” Sometimes, occasionally, 
very rarely, you will " nd a good movie with a truly in-depth review 
on the directing and cinematography. Very rarely.

by Macy Dennon 
News Editor

I refuse to believe that I am the only one 
who believes the stress of picking Halloween cos-
tumes is just too entertaining. I am going to take 
you through what every person goes through in 
October when trying to pick a costume, because 
it is not pretty. I hope someone can relate. 

Stage one: Initial excitement. This stage 
happens within the " rst few days of October as 
the idea of dressing up excites everyone. It is a 
blissful moment before the storm. This is when 
you start looking up “costume ideas 2022” or 
“fun halloween costumes for groups.” Do not lie 
to me, those are de" nitely in your Pinterest 
search history. You might send a few 
ideas to the group chat, but none of 
them stick. Then you ultimately give 
up for now and think that you have 
plenty of time to " gure it out. What 
could go wrong?

Stage two: Choosing. This 
is when the ideas start actually 
! owing. Now your brain is 
like a powerhouse 
and you are at 
your peak. 
You think 
you found 
it: the perfect 
costume! You " nd 
all of the pieces on Amazon 
and the entire group chat has acquiesced. It 
is almost too good to be true! This is when 
excitement is at its peak, but that means that 
it is only downhill from here. 

Stage three: Reverting. Oh no. You no longer 
like your costume. I swear this happens every 

HUMOR
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by Margo Rawlings
News Editor

Every morning I wake up with the 
same dreadful thought: what should 
I wear? You may think I’m shallow or 
vain, but you just don’t understand 
the struggle that I, and millions of people 
all over the world, go through every 
morning. Luckily for you, I will be 
detailing the experience. 

In my opinion, a very controversial 
factor in one’s choice of clothing is the 
weather each morning. See, for the 
past 15 years of my life, I have prided 
myself on not coordinating my attire 
with the weather; therefore, very 
frequently, I suffer the consequences 
of my own actions. No hate to anyone 
who does coordinate — I just feel 
like if I want to wear something, 
I should be able to, regardless of 
the outside climate. Unfortu-
nately, this way of thinking has 
landed me in some very pain-
ful situations. I have had to 
endure cold, rainy mornings 
in nothing but a tank top 
and shorts and blisteringly 
hot summer days in long 
sleeves and corduroys. 

Absolutely nothing hurts 
my pride more than my mother 
telling me to wear something warmer because she 
knows I’ll be cold, me not listening to her, and then 
freezing for the whole day at school and realizing 
that she was, in fact, correct. Although this real-
ization does happen mentally, I refuse to verbally 
admit that I was wrong. It may seem childish, but 

I have sat through many dinners outside, freezing, 
unwilling to accept defeat and accept the jacket she 
brought me, knowing that I’d be cold. 

Many people have told me to just 
“pick out my out" t the night before.” 
In response, I’d say: I don’t think you 
realize how dif" cult that really is. 
Let me tell you; I really have tried, 
thinking it could be the solution to 

all my problems. Unfortunately, 
more often than not, in the morn-
ing, I’ll look at this pre-selected 
out" t and decide I don’t like it, 
bringing me back to square one. 
Instead, I have curated my own 
meticulously tested, very accu-
rate and reliable process. In the 
15 minutes, if I’m lucky, that 
I have each morning to decide 
my attire, I’ll pick one piece 

of clothing that I’m certain I 
want to wear and then plan 
the rest of my out" t accord-
ingly. I " nd this system 
very efficient because 
rather than having to 
pick two things that 
you really like, you only 
have to decide on one 
and then " nd something 

that compliments it.
   I must say, the worst part of this entire process 

is that it repeats itself every single day. That’s 365 
days a year, meaning I don’t even get a break from 
the excruciating task like I do on the weekends from 
school. Even though my indecisiveness often results 
in my tardiness to school, I arrive ready for NYFW, 
making it, in my opinion, very worth it.

Rawlings details her outfit choices Dennon struggles with costumes

by Emily Duvall
Opinion Editor

 It was a dark and stormy Sunday night 
at LGHS in early October. That night, I sat at 
home, thinking to myself about how much 
I was dying to go back to school the next 
day. Suddenly, I realized that I forgot my 
beloved lunch box in my locker on Friday! 
I could not bear going to school the next 
day without it. I took it upon myself to 
make the terrifying drive to school, making 
my way through the pouring rain on North 
Santa Cruz Ave., without a clue about what 
was coming for me. 

When I parked in front of the school, I 
knew this would not be good. The wildcat 
sculpture that normally sits calmly on the 
front stops was MOVING! The cat moved around 
the lawn like it owned the place. I looked 
around, my eyes landing on the cars that 
passed by. How were the drivers simply 
unphased? I had no clue what my next move 

should be. Sing the Alma Mater? Do the “I Believe” chant? Email Mr. 
Buchanan? I was perplexed. Shivering in my boots and trying not 
to become dinner for the once-stationary 
wildcat, I decided to just keep 
sneaking down the front lawn. 

I wasn’t sure the school 
doors would be open, but for 
the sake of my dear lunch 
box, I had to try anyway. 
As I reached the doors, they 
opened for me, yet no one 
else was around. I immedi-
ately swung my head around 
and saw no one. But, when I 
slowly turned my head back 
around, Willy the Wildcat, in 
the ! esh, stood in front of me with a blank 
stare. To say I was horri" ed would be an understatement. Cov-
ered in rain and dying to get to my locker, I did not know how 

to get past him. I came to the conclusion I needed to put 
my one year of PE at LGHS to work. Making a break for it, I 

sprinted past Willy.

Liu reflects on her Letterboxd reviews 

Running through the main hall trying to make my way to the 
third ! oor of the language building, I slipped and fell in a sus-

picious liquid. I couldn’t quite tell what it was, but it had an 
orange coloring to it. Willy caught up and roared “THOSE 

ARE JUNIOR TEARS FROM LOSING THE RALLY!” Even 
though I found their losing tears hilarious, I still 
was frightened by Willy’s presence and had to pick 
myself up to keep going.

I " nally reached my locker, but it was covered 
in cobwebs and needed a password to unlock it. 
Pulling away the cobwebs, I read what I had to do 
to get my beloved lunch box. It read, “You must 
laugh at the joke of the day to get your lunch box 
back, XOXO, the ghost of LGHS.” Oh no. I was at a 
pure loss. It was night time. There was no joke! Willy 

came up behind me and my time was done. I had to 
leave my lunch box behind. I couldn’t face Willy again 

or even begin to ponder the ghost of LGHS. 
I hurried back to my car soaked in junior tears and rain, 

defeated after not getting my lunch box. Maybe next Halloween 
Willy the Wildcat and the ghost of LGHS will let me get my lunch 
box on the weekend.
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“fun halloween costumes for groups.” Do not lie 
to me, those are de" nitely in your Pinterest 
search history. You might send a few 
ideas to the group chat, but none of 
them stick. Then you ultimately give 
up for now and think that you have 
plenty of time to " gure it out. What 
could go wrong?

Stage two: Choosing. This 
is when the ideas start actually 
! owing. Now your brain is 
like a powerhouse 

costume! You " nd 

year. The great idea seems so dumb that you can not 
fathom how you originially agreed on the idea. The 
idea was de" nitely better in your head, and now it 
is cutting it a little too close to actual Halloween. 
That sucks doesn’t it. Well, the reverting stage is a 
short one because it only consists of ditching the 
idea. The next one is a doozy. 

Stage four: Panic. Now it is crunch time. You 
have to " nd that new costume. At this point you 
think that every costume is absolute dog water. 
But at the same time, all costumes are plausi-
ble options. It is almost as confusing as your 

physics homework…almost. 
Stage five: The 

oh-well moment. Some 
ballers just skip to this 

stage as they are blessed 
to not know this anxiety. 

These are the best types of people, 
and one day I hope to be somewhat like 
them. I think this year I was smart 
enough to take on said persona. This 
oh well moment means once again 

reverting to last year’s costume 
or, even better, going 

back to the orig-
inal idea. The 
best part about 
acceptance is 

that we all end 
up choosing the same 

thing. I do not know how this 
happens; it is almost as bizarre as my out" t choices 
in elementary school. 

Despite knowing this happens every year, I 
cannot seem to avoid it. There is no doubt I will 
be kicking myself next year for the same mistake. 
Excited to see how that goes. 

A. Koshalieva

 It was a dark and stormy Sunday night 
at LGHS in early October. That night, I sat at 
home, thinking to myself about how much 
I was dying to go back to school the next 
day. Suddenly, I realized that I forgot my 
beloved lunch box in my locker on Friday! 
I could not bear going to school the next 
day without it. I took it upon myself to 
make the terrifying drive to school, making 
my way through the pouring rain on North 
Santa Cruz Ave., without a clue about what 

When I parked in front of the school, I 
knew this would not be good. The wildcat 
sculpture that normally sits calmly on the 
front stops was MOVING! The cat moved around 
the lawn like it owned the place. I looked 
around, my eyes landing on the cars that 
passed by. How were the drivers simply 
unphased? I had no clue what my next move 

should be. Sing the Alma Mater? Do the “I Believe” chant? Email Mr. 
Buchanan? I was perplexed. Shivering in my boots and trying not 
to become dinner for the once-stationary 
wildcat, I decided to just keep 
sneaking down the front lawn. 

I wasn’t sure the school 
doors would be open, but for 
the sake of my dear lunch 
box, I had to try anyway. 
As I reached the doors, they 
opened for me, yet no one 
else was around. I immedi-
ately swung my head around 
and saw no one. But, when I 
slowly turned my head back 
around, Willy the Wildcat, in 
the ! esh, stood in front of me with a blank 
stare. To say I was horri" ed would be an understatement. Cov-
ered in rain and dying to get to my locker, I did not know how 

to get past him. I came to the conclusion I needed to put 
my one year of PE at LGHS to work. Making a break for it, I 

sprinted past Willy.

wildcat, I decided to just keep orange coloring to it. Willy caught up and roared “THOSE 

same dreadful thought: what should 
I wear? You may think I’m shallow or 
vain, but you just don’t understand 
the struggle that I, and millions of people 
all over the world, go through every 
morning. Luckily for you, I will be 

In my opinion, a very controversial 
factor in one’s choice of clothing is the 
weather each morning. See, for the 
past 15 years of my life, I have prided 
myself on not coordinating my attire 
with the weather; therefore, very 
frequently, I suffer the consequences 
of my own actions. No hate to anyone 
who does coordinate — I just feel 
like if I want to wear something, 
I should be able to, regardless of 
the outside climate. Unfortu-
nately, this way of thinking has 

Many people have told me to just 
“pick out my out" t the night before.” 
In response, I’d say: I don’t think you 
realize how dif" cult that really is. 
Let me tell you; I really have tried, 
thinking it could be the solution to 

all my problems. Unfortunately, 
more often than not, in the morn-
ing, I’ll look at this pre-selected 
out" t and decide I don’t like it, 
bringing me back to square one. 
Instead, I have curated my own 
meticulously tested, very accu-
rate and reliable process. In the 
15 minutes, if I’m lucky, that 
I have each morning to decide 
my attire, I’ll pick one piece 

of clothing that I’m certain I 
want to wear and then plan 

Kidman AMC ad, whispering “heartbreak feels good in a place like 
this” along with her. The lights dim; the movie begins. I delegate 
half my brain to enjoying the movie and the other half to thinking 
of what I’m going to write in my Letterboxd review. While you laugh 
at the jokes, I store them in a mental (letter)box (get it?). The movie 
ends. The lights come up. You glance over at me. On my phone screen, 
you see my already posted Letterboxd review. 

I am sure this is hard to understand without examples, so I will 
provide some. I wrote these reviews without much contemplation, 
as they should re! ect my state of mind directly after each movie. 
After " nishing the Net! ix rom-com “Wedding Season” at three 
in the morning, I reached for my phone and typed, “he was a dj 
boy she said she u l8ter boy” into my Letterboxd. My mom and I 

watched “The Gray Man” together the day it came out. 
After " nishing the movie, she went to bed 
while I wrote the absolutely brilliant and 
helpful review of  “ryan oh-my-gosling.” 
Following the new Minions movie, I angrily 
demanded, “when are the minions going 
to form a min-union??” Finally, I wrote, 
“miles teller? I don’t even know her” as my 
review for Top Gun (a joke my mother did 
not understand nor " nd funny.) 

by Nadia Liu
Public Relations Manager

If you’ve never heard of it, Letterboxd is a movie reviewing 
platform where you can rate movies, sort them into extremely niche 
lists, and build a personalized watchlist. Some reviews are serious, 
from actual " lm reviewers, while others are not so serious, from silly 
little moviegoers like me. Letterboxd is also my favorite social media, 
and one my friends would probably say I’m obsessed; for context, 
they are staging an intervention as I write this. To me, Letterboxd 
is more than an app — it is a lifestyle.

For clarity, let me describe said lifestyle. I walk into a movie 
theater, the app already pulled up on my phone. Like a pretentious 
" lm bro, I make a note of the director. I eagerly wait for the Nicole 

B. GibsonB. Gibson

AP classes



by Brynn Gibson
Editor-in-Chief
      Perched high above the commotion, 
 a singular black-winged creature glares 
beadily down upon his dominion. Waves 
of peasants filter through the courtyard, 
leaving careless trails of sustenance behind. 
A cacophonous screech rings out; the 
plebeians scatter. Within moments, they are 
gone. The beast is left to enjoy the spoils. 

In a flash of obsidian, the figure swoops 
to the land below. Like a thief in the night, 
he moves to consume his prey. He is not alone; 
he is the beginning of the end. Pouring down 
from the rafters, the army moves in. Hoards of 
squashed grapes freckle the concrete. A breakfast 
burrito sits half-eaten next to the math build-
ing. One of the proles was silly enough to 
leave behind an entire bag of Cheetos. Simple 
minds: negligence fuels the enemy. All that is left  
will be devoured. 

A four-wheeled monster turns the corner. Forced 
to scatter, the beasts take to the skies, mobilizing for 

war. “CAW CAW’’: their battle cry pierces the air. This tempest of 
avian bodies !ees its perpetrator. Fronted by a tornado of crows, 
the Cat Statue in front of the library cowers in fear. 

It was seven in the morning on May 10, 2022. I was driving 
to take the AP English Language and Composition Exam. All 

was not well, but relatively good enough. In one hand, 
a Monster energy drink; in the other, the steering 

wheel. Windows down, my hair blew recklessly 
to the wind. A crow call sounded from 

the trees. As I neared my destination, 
a catastrophe unfolded before my 

eyes. The crow took !ight, and the 
silver 2008 Honda Odyssey in 
front of me collided head-"rst 

with the beast. Falling 
lifelessly to the curb, 

he cawed his last 
caw. Another 
crow flut-
tered to his 

aid, but it was 
too late. His friend was dead. Look-

ing for an answer, he looked upward. I had 

braked instinctively, and was left at the scene 
of the crime. I was the prime suspect, star-

ing dead into the face of the vigilante. 
 I saw the bloodlust in his eyes. I once 
watched a PBS Kids documentary on 
crows; they never forget a face. Ever 
since that fateful incident I’ve lived in 
fear. This is war. When will they strike 
next? They assemble their numbers 

and prepare their army. They are every-
where, hiding in the shadows, screeching 
from the trees. Nobody is safe, least of 
all me. 

Once I was walking down the street, 
eating my burrito. A single crow stood in 
my path. With each step, I expected him to 
move, but he didn’t. Where was his fear? 
Could he smell mine? What did he want 
from me? My tinfoil? My life? I will never 

know. I turned and !ed.
Birds are real. But this revelation does not 

mean you are safe. Edgar Allan Poe had it right. 
Fear the raven. Fear the crow.
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Råö rëvïëws Cöllëgë Böård’s ”nëw” ÅP Clåssës
by Ashir Rao
Public Relations Manager 

Different people worship different things. We simply do not have 
enough APs. To respond to the incredibly high demand for more home-
work by American students, the College Board recently announced a 
slew of new AP classes:

AP $$$Computer Science$$$ — Not to be confused with AP 
Computer Science A, this class is made especially for students who wish 
to major in computer science “for the money, duh!” The "rst semester 
consists of several back-to-back “Learn to Code in 3 days” bootcamps. 
The second semester contains tips on how to cope with a mid-life crisis. 

AP Floridian Literature — In light of recent book bannings in 
classrooms across Florida, the College Board created a new class just 
for Floridians. Re!ective of Florida’s literary tradition, it will contain 
no books whatsoever. The College board will ask students to analyze 
the actions of “Florida man” on a random date. 

AP Liechtenstein History — In response to complaints about the 
limitations of devoting an entire year to European history, the College 
Board introduced a year-long course in the illustrious history of Liech-
tenstein. When reached for comment, the course writers responded 
“That’s preposterous, Liechtenstein isn’t a real place”, followed by 
“How did you get into my house?”. 

AP Latin — (Someone just told 
me that this is somehow already a 
real AP. Wow.) 

AP Physics 3: Endgame — 
After getting 5s on all four Physics 
AP tests, you unlock AP Physics 3: 
Endgame. People who make it this 
far are taught by the ghost of Sir 
Isaac Newton himself. Students 
learn time travel, levitation, and 
Newton’s 4th, 5th, and 6th laws. 

AP Calculus CD — Unlocked 
after getting every question 
right on the AP Calculus BC exam. 
It is unclear what the course 
content is, though there seem 
to be several Greek sym-
bols in leaked documents. 
This may or may not 
include an entire Ancient 
Greek manuscript of  
Homer’s Odyssey. 

APULL — The next step of APUSH 
(AP US History), this class is a one 
year course in seduction, with the goal 
of helping students pull a sign"cant 

other. Its designers target a pass rate of 
greater than 0%, although insider reports 

say that they are struggling. 
AP Medium Economics — Neither AP 

Macroeconomics nor AP Microeconomics cover 
the truly practical content of this AP class. This 

course teaches students how to make money quickly 
by screenshotting NFTs and trading Gamestop 

with your dad’s money. 
AP Pig Latin Language and Composi-

tion — Long in demand, there is "nally 
a course for the in depth study of 

Igpay Atinlay. Students should 
expect to master the grammar 

and rich vocabulary of Pig 
Latin. The class will cover 
various classic titles, such 
as Ouryay Ommay. 

Panicacci critiques Jake Paul
by Isla Patrick
Center Editor

ATTENTION HIGH SCHOOLERS EAGER FOR A SIDE 
HUSTLE: numerous LGHS faculty members are cur-
rently seeking your help. If you believe you have 
the skills to complete any of the following tasks, 
do not hesitate to submit your application ASAP.

1. Principal Buchanan has his eyes on the stars. 
He is urgently hiring one lucky candidate willing 
to divine his daily horoscope and read it to him 
every morning. He has asked applicants to keep in 
mind that he is a Cancer Moon and as such, may be 
especially sensitive to the position of the planets 
at any given time. This is why knowing 
his daily horoscope is essential to his job 
performance as principal. Unfortunately, 
he is only able to offer the loose, dusty 
candies that roll around in his desk 
drawer as compensation at this time. He 
wants to hold onto his Tootsie Rolls but 
says the grape Jolly Ranchers are gross 
and his eventual horoscope reader 
may have them. After a few weeks 
of hard work, the new hire may 
progress to the Almond Joys left 
over from when Buchanan went 
trick-or-treating last Halloween.

2. Everyone’s favorite physics 
teacher, Mrs. Anheier, has gone 
goth. That’s right, the myste-
rious "gure you’ve seen lurk-
ing around campus rocking 
black lipstick and carrying 
a black parasol has been 
Mrs. Anheier all along. 
When you hear the faint 
sounds of the Sisters of 
Mercy blasting from some 
faraway classroom, it is Mrs. 
Anheier enjoying her prep 
period. Students may have also noticed that 
recently, she prefers to keep her classroom 
in complete darkness (this makes it dif"cult to 
do physics, but she is so cool that nobody really 
minds). Los Gatos’ number one physicist asked El 
Gato to publish this ad because she needs three new 
members for her band, Sharilyn and the Longitudinal  

Waves. Naturally, Mrs. Anheier will be the main 
singer. If mortality enthuses you (and you also 
play the synth, bass, or accordion), let Mrs. Anheier 
know immediately.

3. Hello car guys of Los Gatos! We’ve all seen Mr. 
Cook whipping his golf cart around LGHS. However, 
the lunch line security extraordinaire has a need for 
speed that his current cart cannot ful"ll. Mr. Cook 
is looking to take a few students who know their 
way around a motor vehicle under his wing. He  
can’t wait to turbocharge the golf cart, paint a dragon 
on each side (because that is his spirit animal), and 
install heavy-duty, high-impact tires for when he 

chooses to do donuts in the quad.  
If you have any questions, please do  

not bother Mr. Cook with them. The 
right candidate will sense his vision upon  

reading this job description. Pay starts  
at 15 dollars per hour, but raises are available 
depending on how good you are at painting a  
dragon that accurately encapsulates Mr.  
Cook’s spirit.

by Lucy Panicacci
Culture Editor 

In 2017, I was a dedicated Logan Paul and 
Jake Paul stan. I would unashamedly go home 
every day in the "fth grade and watch a Paul 
video. I have to admit, these videos shaped 
who I am today. The most important part 
of my daily routine was the "fteen minutes 
I spent observing an array of 20-year-olds 
terrorizing their neighbors, almost setting 
their house on "re, and mistreating their 
friends. However, for my 10-year-old self, it 
was “everyday bro.” 

For years, I repressed this era of my life. I 
lived life with blissful ignorance, but all of it 
came rushing back a few days ago when I went 
to check my YouTube history. To my utter shock, 
I found months of comments under Jake and 
Logan Paul’s videos. Believe it or not, my "rst 
liked video ever is a Logan Paul music video, and 
to make it even better, I commented on that 
video, “Logan is our hero.” Now, if 
that isn’t brainwashing, I 
don’t know what is.

Along with my 
idolization of the 
Paul brothers, I was 
also deeply involved 
in their lives. I offered 
them my best wisdom 
from the bottom of my 
10-year-old heart. Under 
one video, I advised, 
“Logan should make 
his car dark navy 
blue.” Was there a 
need for this 

comment? I don’t know, but I just knew his car 
would look extra snazzy with a navy blue shine. 
I truly wanted the best for Logan.

Because of them, I will forever have the 
lyrics of “The Fall of Jake Paul” ingrained in 
my mind. I whole-heartedly believe that song 
actually rearranged my brain cells. When people 
say that music sounded better when they were 
younger, “The Fall of Jack Paul” is de"nitive 
evidence of that. Nothing hit harder than the 
drama of Alissa Violet stepping out of that car.

As much of a fan as I once was, I am also 
a critic at heart. While I was scrolling through 
my history, I started to see a trend. As it went 
on, my comments got more fed up and upset. 
The fall of Jake and Logan Paul had begun. Oct. 
10, 2017 marked this dark turn. On that fateful 
day, I said, “This is what happens when Jake 
Paul runs out of content.” Don’t let the lack of 
development of my prefrontal cortex fool you. 
10-year-old me knew when I was not getting the 

best, most top-notch content.
Despite my eventual hatred for 

the Paul brothers, I owe them 
so much. They transformed 
my judgment about what 
is right and wrong. I went 
from thinking that setting 
a massive "re in your pool 
that reached the roof of 
your house was really cool 
to considering the slight 
possibility that maybe 
it’s a disturbance and 
dangerous to your 

neighbors. For that, 
I am thankful. 

Gibson declares war on Los Gatos High School crows
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• Jhamb balances her 
birigorous classes 
• Feldman dominates 
blon Varsity dance 

by Sarah Gouldrup and Emily Duvall
Humor and Opinion Editors

Passionate sophomore Storm Evans stays 
involved at LGHS, consistently bringing his 
positive attitude to all that he does. The Los 
Gatos native immerses himself in his coursework, 
especially ones that produce and gather digital 
media. Also involved in athletics at LGHS, Evans 
is a member of the Boys Varsity Hockey Team, as 
well as the Junior Varsity Football Team. While new 
to football, Evans has participated in hockey for 
seven years prior to joining the high school team. 
Cat lover, fun enthusiast, and brother to LGHS 
senior Alex Evans, you can always !nd him with 
a smile on his face and a passion for what he does.

This year, Evans !lled his schedule with a 
rigorous mix of courses. After taking Multimedia 
Journalism during freshman year and !nding 
lots of value in it, he decided to enroll in Digital 
Photography for his second year here at Los Gatos. 
He explained, “I really enjoyed the media aspect 
of Multimedia, so I thought it would be fun to try 
something similar this year like Digi Photo.” Out of 
all of his courses, he detailed how Digi Photo is his 
favorite due to the creative freedom that students 
have in the class. In addition to Digi Photo, he is 
also taking Geometry, Chemistry, World History, 
Honors English, and Spanish 3. 

Outside of the classroom, you can !nd Evans 
on the ice tearin’ it up, or on Helm Field here on 
campus. Evans !rst began playing hockey when 
he was around eight years old. “I started playing 
at a super young age, and I have loved the sport 
ever since. I had a lot of friends who did it, and 
my dad used to play in college.” Currently, Evans 
plays for both the school Varsity and JV hockey 
teams, adding on to whichever team is most 
in need of an aggressive wing. Evans proudly 
expressed that the team is off to a great start, 
stating that “we’ve won most of our games. I 
think we are going to make it to the playoffs. 
We have a lot of good people and a lot of games.” 

Evans is new to the LGHS JV football team 
this year, and he is thrilled to be a part of 
this year’s squad. After regretting not joining 
his freshman year, he is excited for the fun 
sophomore season that is ahead of him. Evans 
plays both receiver and corner, and no matter 
which position he is in, he gives the other 
team a run for their money. Similar to hockey, 
Evans had nothing but glowing reviews for the 
team’s upcoming season, and is looking forward 
to playing (and winning) the next few games. 

There is no doubt that Evans is a force to be 
reckoned with, whether it is in the classroom, 
on the !eld, or on the ice hockey rink. 

by Kate Gruetter and Nadia Liu
National/World Editor and Public Relations Manager

When asked how he would describe himself to some-
one who had never met him, LGHS Freshman Ishaan Allen 
declared himself hardworking and artistic. Although simple, 
Allen’s explanation per-
fectly encapsulates his char-
acter and achievements. A  
diligent student, dedicated 
!lmmaker, talented artist, 
and high school freshman, 
Allen is years ahead of  
his peers, though his suc-
cess has taken sacrifice 
and commitment. 

Allen began writing his 
!lm, Hand of Fate, when he 
was in sixth grade during 
quarantine. The movie was no small task, Allen explained that 
“It took about 18 months to complete. We worked on it over 
COVID and it’s the !rst thing I’ve ever tried to write and direct 
myself.” Allen described being most proud of the cinematogra-
phy in his !lm because “that’s something [he has]always been 
pretty good with.” The hardest part about !lming for Allen was 
scheduling time to !lm, because everyone involved was so busy. 

Allen’s artistic endeavors are not limited to the screen; they also 
extend to the sketchbook. Allen began drawing in Kindergarten at 
Drawn2Art, but later made the switch to a more personal instructor. 
“I’ve learned a lot more [this] way,” Allen re"ected, continuing that, 
“[My instructor] started me with nothing, which I think was really 

helpful because now I’ve had 
the basics taught twice.” While 
explaining that he’s always been 
more drawn to pencil work than 
other sketch techniques, Allen 
admitted his hatred for drawing 
with charcoal. “I hate it because 
it’s so messy,” he stated, though 
his teacher is encouraging him to 
diversify his methods recently. 

Allen’s family in"uences his 
artistic pursuits by acting in his 
films and supporting his art. 

“I feel really close to my family, and they de!nitely push me a lot,” 
explained Allen. Confessing that !lming with family could be stressful 
due to everyone’s busy schedules, Allen af!rmed, “They’re so nice to 
help out with the whole thing, I really appreciate it.”

As a freshman in Trig/Pre-Calc Honors, Allen is ahead of the curve. 
On his love of math, Allen revealed, “I love how math works out in the 
end. The way it all comes together is so satisfying.” However, as school 

progresses, Allen worries that he’ll lose the time to do all the activities 
he loves: “I’m de!nitely worried, and I already don’t have any free 
time. But I’m going to try and see if I can do any !lm internships 
over the summer.” 

With his artistic talent and good work ethic, Allen surely has a 
bright future ahead of him. He looks forward to submitting his upcom-
ing !lm to !lm festivals, some local and some out of state. Allen also 
seeks opportunities and experience, commenting, “I hope I can do an 
internship or shadowing on a !lm set, because I feel like I’d get a lot 
out of it.” Going forward, Allen plans on making more music videos 
and covers, which can be found on his Youtube channel. Make sure 
you keep an eye out for Allen; whether it’s on the big screen, the 
stage, or the classroom, he’s sure to do great things.

Allen showcases media and artistic skills with his film Hand of Fate 

Yu commits to Chapman University lax team
by Sarah Gouldrup
Humor Editor

All-star lacrosse player and current senior at Los 
Gatos High, Elisabeth Yu is the person to go to 
when you need a quick laugh or a great hug. 
When she’s not balancing her course load 
— !lled with classes like Agroecology 
and Ceramics — you can almost always  
find Yu out on the field practicing   
defense drills. 

Yu !rst began playing lacrosse in 
third grade because her mom coached 
her community’s recreational team, 
Redhawks Lacrosse. At !rst, the sport 
was simply something she enjoyed 
doing; she loved going to practice with 
her friends and learning from her mom 
when she was there. “I started lacrosse 
when I was really young, but it never felt like 
I was being forced to play.” During her last year of 
middle school, Yu joined her mom’s competitive lacrosse 
club, Verve, and began to play at a higher, more advanced level  

       At that time, she began specializing in defense, honing her skills. 
“I’m built like a linebacker, so it was a perfect match.” From then on, Yu 
never looked back; she now plays a defensive position on both the LGHS 

Girls Varsity lacrosse team and the Verve Mint team.  
  After joining Verve, Yu considered taking lacrosse more 

seriously. She began traveling around the nation with her team 
to destinations like Southern California, Texas, Virginia, and 

Arizona. Yu explained that traveling to so many different 
states allowed both the team and herself to improve because 
it challenged them more than playing various local clubs. 
Out of all the tournaments she played in, Yu expressed that 
Sandstorm is her favorite because, “it’s in Palm Springs 
on the Coachella !elds, so [she] can pretend [she’s] at 
Coachella instead of a game.” 

  In late July of 2022, Yu committed to Chapman Univer-
sity to play Division III lacrosse. Yu described the process as 

long and complicated, detailing how it spanned the course of 
two years. “I received a lot of offers, so it was hard to make the 

!nal decision about where to go. But Chapman was the place for 
me academically, socially, and sports wise.”  Additionally, Yu connected 

with the coaches at Chapman; she explained how they immediately made 
her feel at home despite only visiting campus for a couple days. 

Inside and out of lacrosse, Yu clearly has a bright future ahead of 
her. Her passion radiates out of everything she does, and her dedi-
cation to detail fuels her success in school and sports. Outside of the 
classroom, Yu enjoys spending time with her dogs, Lily and Sadie, and 
driving to the beach with her little brother. If you’re ever in need of a 
run down on lacrosse statistics or an entertaining conversation about 
pet names, Yu is your go-to girl. 

Jhåmb ÏMPRËSSËS ØÑ THË ÇØÜRT Evans dominates on Varsity
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by Kate Gruetter and Michaela Thimot
National/World and People Editors

Junior Nitya Jhamb ishnothing 
short of a genius. As an LGHS stu-
dent balancing a Varsity sport, 
!ve AP classes, a job, and extra-
curriculars, Jhamb is dedicated, 
hardworking, and, above all else, 
incredibly busy. This rigorous 
schedule is nothing new to the 
junior either; she has played 
Varsity Girls Tennis since freshman 
year, and has always excelled aca-
demically. “My biggest accomplishment 
is probably keeping good grades…balancing 
everything,” Jhamb concluded, stating that time 
management is one of the key components to 
keeping up with a workload like hers. 

Jhamb started playing tennis at the age of 
six, and her dad was her !rst big supporter in 
the sport. “My dad taught me to play because he 
played growing up,” Jhamb shared, continuing, 
“he always shows up to my tournaments, and he’s 
always helping and coaching me.” Recalling her 
favorite tennis memory, she described the moment 
she won a big tournament when she was 12 years 
old, despite it being “the !rst one I’ve ever done.” 
Jhamb also appreciates all of the players and her 
teammates on the school tennis team: “I really 
like the people…it’s a nice community.” 

Out of her !ve APs (and one honors class), 
Jhamb is  most passionate about English, though 
she hopes to pursue medicine as a career. “It’s 
dif!cult,” Jhamb admitted, referencing her jam-
packed schedule, “but you just have to know how 
to manage your time. Stay off the phone!” As if 
a 4.6 GPA isn’t enough, she also is part of the 
school’s Distributive Education Clubs of America 

(DECA) team and the Cats Against Poverty 
club, which she hopes to become the Vice 

President of. 
Over the summer, the Molec-

ular Biology of Cancer program 
at UC Berkeley accepted Jhamb 
and she spent two weeks get-
ting hands-on experience in the 
lab, applying what she learned 
during the lectures. Jhamb felt 
as though, “it was a good oppor-

tunity to challenge [herself] and 
learn more about what [she] was 

interested in.” Following the program, 
Jhamb took a break from studying and trav-

eled to Italy with her mom, dad, and older brother. 
In the future, Jhamb dreams of studying either 

medicine or English at UCLA. When she manages to 
!nd a moment of free time, she enjoys !nding new 
places to explore with her friends, as well as going on 
hikes with her family. With her !erce academic and 
athletic drives combined with her witty personality, 
Jhamb will have no trouble accomplishing whatever 
her future dreams may hold.
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by Ainsley Northrop
People Editor

It is sophomore Allie Wen’s second year in 
Leadership and she is giving it her all. This past 
month LGHS had its !rst spirit week of the school 
year, and the behind the scenes work Wen con-
tributed was far from easy. She explained how the 
preparation for the week began early when voting 
for class themes. Once the leadership team decided 
on the theme of cereal, they got to work assembling 
the spirit hallway, and she was a major help to the 
sophomore class. 

Wen’s art skills particularly came into play when 
painting the large Frosted Flakes cereal box that 
was prominently displayed both in the hallway, 
and then at the Spirit Rally. When asked about her 
favorite decoration she made for the week, Wen 
joyfully expressed that it was the Tony the Tiger 
cut out, which was hand-crafted by the sophomore 
leadership team. 

In addition to her work in crafting decorations, 
Wen was at the front lines of the lunchtime games, 
and even hand selected people to play in them, 
ensuring sophomore domination. Wen expressed 
that she, “loved recruiting people for lunchtime 
games and [reaching] out to those [she] thought 
were the best !t.”

When Spirit Rally day !nally came, Wen was up 
bright and early, arriving at school at 7:00 AM to 
begin transforming the football !eld and bleachers. 
She stated, “We moved the [hallway decorations] 
the day before to the classroom so we could set it 
up on the bleachers [the next morning] and really 
get that class colorful effect.” Wen’s talent and 
commitment to leadership is clear, and she even 
earned the of!cial title of spirit representative 
along with fellow sophomore Faith Hatch. Only two 
people per grade are chosen for this, and according 
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to Wen, “a spirit representative is in charge of the 
spirit weeks, helps come up with the ideas and then 
helps along with the rest of the class to actually 
execute them.” 

Wen continues to push herself through her 
rigorous classes, including Honors English, French 
Three, and AP European History. Wen expressed 
her particular love for her French and Leadership 
classes, saying they provide her with supportive 
teachers, give her freedom to be creative, and are 
more unique. 

When she is not striving in leadership or work-
ing hard in her classes, you can !nd Wen enjoying 
her free time with a book — likely written by 
Sarah J. Maas — in hand. In addition to her love of 
reading, Wen enjoys taking day trips to the beach 
with her friends. She is excited to see what the 
remainder of the school year has in store for her 
and cannot wait for the next Spirit Week!

by Sarah Gouldrup
Humor Editor

Whether she’s lighting up the !eld at halftime 
or stepping out on stage with her competition 
team, freshman Ava Feldman’s passion for dance 
shines through in everything she does. Though 
she’s a new face on campus, Feldman quickly 
emerged as a  large presence at LGHS — involv-
ing herself in clubs, sports, and various rigorous 
academic courses.

Eager to become a part of the community, 
Feldman joined the Big Little Club after hearing 
about it from her older sister: “I was excited 
about meeting new people, so I signed up.” After 
attending the !rst club meeting, Feldman knew 
she had found the right place. While it is still 
early in the year, she’s looking forward to “doing 
the fun activities with the other club members.”

Before she even considered what clubs to join 
at LGHS, the freshman knew she wanted to join 
the LGHS Varsity Dance team. Dancing since she 
was three years old, Feldman applied her talent 
throughout middle school by participating in 
the Advanced Dance program and Dance Pursuit, 
the competition team for RJF Middle School. 
Despite dancing at a studio outside of the high 
school, Feldman viewed the LGHS school team as 
a different type of experience: “After leaving my 
old studio, I got to dance with everyone again, 
like the people from before, and I had missed 
that a lot.” 

As a member of the team, Feldman dances 
at the home football games during halftime and 
on the sidelines. While the team has de!nitely 
become a highlight of her start to high school, 
Feldman shared that her favorite part of the team 
overall is “just being a part of a team like getting 
to know everyone better and dancing with them.”

 Outside of dance, Feldman excels in academics. 
Her course load consists of  various advanced classes, 
including Geometry, Spanish 2, and Multimedia 
Journalism. Every class challenges her in a differ-
ent way, but out of all of them, Spanish 2 quickly 
became the class she enjoys the most. Feldman 
expressed that “my teacher is really fun, and she 
doesn’t make the work seem boring. We always talk 
about different things besides Spanish.”

Redhead by chance, ginger by choice, Feldman 
lights up every room she enters. Superior spikeball 
player and expert slime maker, her talents go 
beyond dance and school — whatever she chooses 
to dedicate her time to, she gives her all. With four 
years ahead of her, Feldman is sure to make a lasting 
impact on both the high school and the Los Gatos 
community as a whole. Don’t miss her performing 
every Friday on the sidelines and give her a wave 
when you see her in the halls!

LonerGan thrives in LGHS pool and ceramics 
by Georgia Kaufman and Emily Duvall
Opinion Editors

Skillful artisan and Varsity Water Polo player, junior Joe Loner-
gan is anything but ordinary. The junior picks up hobbies and sports 
incredibly quickly, and found his place in the LGHS pool, on both the 
water polo and swimming teams. When speaking with the athlete, one 
can always expect a witty response to any question, which forces the 
awkward humor that Lonergan holds to shine through.

At LGHS, Lonergan is quite active in sports and artistic classes. 
About two years ago, he spent nearly a year and a half learning the 
ropes of ceramics in a course outside of school. This course did wonders 
in preparing him for his current enrollment in Ceramics 1. Lonergan 

detailed his experience in the class, explaining, “It was a class that 
I saw online…I would go over there in the morning, and I learned 
how to throw pots which is basically putting a big lump of clay on 
a wheel that spins really fast and using water and your hands and 
pressure to make it into a pot.” Now, he loves applying this knowledge 
at school and the practicality of ceramics itself.

In addition to being skilled in the creative !eld of ceramics, 
Lonergan spends the majority of his time in the LGHS pool, playing 
on the boys’ Varsity Water Polo team. Lonergan began his water polo 
journey in sixth grade when a close friend, LGHS junior and fellow 
teammate Liam Amburgey, pushed him to try out for the local club 
team, Express. Lonergan’s swimming career began when he was only 
!ve-years-old. When deciding between playing a delayed season of 
water polo in his COVID-!lled freshman year and swimming, Lonergan 
emphasized that the decision was clear; he remarked, “I was plan-
ning on swimming, but I had a lot of fun throughout the summer 
training for water polo with the high school team and wanted to 
actually get some games in my freshman year.” Lonergan is a very 
versatile athlete, having tackled nearly every position on the team 
besides set and goalie.

Lonergan’s twin brother, junior Ewan Lonergan, also swims. 
While they currently reside in the Los Gatos community, the pair 
were born in Portland, Oregon, moving to California when they were 
nine months old. As for Longeran’s other family members, his parents 
were born and raised from Glasgow, Scotland, and his older brother 
was born in England. 

Lonergan’s parents surprisingly grew up only six blocks from each 
other. Elaborating on his parents’ story, he stated, “[they] didn’t know 
each other until the age of 22. Both of their sisters were friends and 
had them meet up. Their moms were family friends, even though 

they had never met each other. And their dads worked together in 
the same hospital.” 

Lonergan tries to visit Scotland with his family at least once every 
three years, and  hopes to attend school there post-graduation. He 
shared, “me and my parents go there because all my family lives in 
Glasgow. We’ve been looking at colleges there and it’s really nice.” 

Although he doesn’t have any aspirations to go to college for sports, 
Lonergan hopes to head over to Glasgow to further his academic career 
and make his creative mark in all other !elds.

johnston finds musical success

courtesy A. Wencourtesy A. Wen
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by Alex Evans
Editor-in-Chief

What’s that sound? It’s senior Dylan Johnston bumping along 
in his beloved, but mud-splattered forest green 2004 TJ 
Jeep with a violently rattling muf"er. Chances are 
he’s also sporting his rose gold, equally prized 
!ve-dollar Goodwill glasses. He claims 
they’re his favorite because “if [he loses] 
them [he] can just go and get another 
pair of good looking glasses for !ve 
bucks.” Johnston is likely headed to 
Guitar Center to drool over Telecast-
ers and pedals, his new job at Sports 
Basement as a boot-!tter, Demoli-
tion Forest in the SC Mountains, or 
to hang out in fellow senior Allan 
Lopushansky’s shed while jamming 
out to Jack Stauber. 

As a child, Johnston imagined him-
self as an author-illustrator of graphic 
novels or books. He actualizes this dream 
through songwriting, as he works on his own 
pieces and on an LP alongside band members. His 
band, Spicoli, formed late spring semester of 2022 to play at 

the senior talent show. Soon after, Spicoli began practicing for a 
birthday party concert, commissioned by an unnamed LGHS junior. 
Johnston re"ected on this performance, saying “I thought it was 

not our best work, and was stressed because our drummer 
had just gotten back from a rowing competition, 

but still everyone really liked it.” Ultimately, 
Johnston takes inspiration for his band 

from Led Zeppelin, but he individually 
looks up to Colin Meloy, writer of his 
favorite book trilogy, Wildwood, as well 
as leader of another in"uential band, 
The Decemberists.

Johnston anticipated a much 
higher stakes redemption for the 
band at the 2022 Coronation Dance 
until Leadership cut the performance 
two days out. Looking towards future 

performances he says, “We could orga-
nize something in someone’s backyard, 

but I would rather just focus on my writing 
right now.” 
The end goal of spending every dollar earned 

on music gear, keeping journals handy to write down 
song concepts, and practicing until he blisters his !ngers is to 

pursue a career in sound engineering. Currently, Johnston observes 
mentors as an intern at a Campbell recording studio. With a passion 
for snowboarding, he looks forward to the complimentary rentals 
and learning more about the sport as he helps others !t their boots 
with his new job at Sports Basement. 

Beyond graduation, he anticipates attendance at Santa Barbara 
Community College and later transferring to UCSB. He explained 
this choice by saying: “You save money, and don’t have to choose a 
major right away [that] you could end up hating.” Another motive 
for this plan is the posse of friends accompanying Johnston to the 
school. With his broad set of skills in music mixing, writing, acoustic 
and electric guitar, bass, banjo, didgeree-doo (his Australian family’s 
in"uence),  piano, and drumming, there’s no doubt Johnston will 
ful!ll his dreams and amass his own fanbase. 
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by Brendan Moore
Sports Editor

On Tuesday Oct. 4, in the second game of a 
doubleheader between the New York Yankees and 
Texas Rangers, Yankees’ out!elder Aaron Judge 
made history by shattering Roger Maris’ American 
League home run record.

Judge, a 30-year-old center !elder entering his 
seventh season in the MLB, broke Maris’s record 
on the third pitch of the game off Ranger’s right-
hand pitcher Jesus Tinoco. Maris’s and the MLB’s 
previous AL home run record, set in 1961, was 

61 home runs in a single season. Judge launched 
his record-breaking ball 391 feet into the left 
!eld stands.

Previously, on Wednesday Oct. 5, Judge drew 
even with Maris after slugging a 394 foot 2-run 
home run that landed in the bullpen of the Toronto 
Blue Jays. After making history in Texas, Judge 
re"ected on his historic home run saying it felt 
“pretty surreal.” He later went on to say, “Just 
like in Toronto, it was pretty awesome, having 
their support. I think, in Texas, they were a little 
more excited. They could !nally exhale.” The 
irony of this historic event is that Judge broke 
Maris’ record three days after the 61st anniversary 
of Maris breaking Babe Ruth’s previous American 
League record of 60 home runs in the 1927 season.

The ball, now a valuable keepsake, landed in 
the glove of Rangers fan Cory Youmans. Youmans 
became quite the celebrity Tuesday night as he 
was questioned about what he would do with the 
ball: “Good question. I haven’t thought about it.” 
When asked if he wants his ball back, Judge said, 
“It would be nice to get it.” According to multiple 
auctioneers, the price of the baseball is worth at 
least 2 million dollars. This raises the question of 
what the other 38,381 fans at Globe Life Field would 
do with Judge’s prized ball.

Roger Maris Jr. re"ected upon Judge’s incred-
ible accolade stating, “I think it gives people the 
chance to look at somebody who should be revered 
for hitting 62 home runs, and not just a guy who 
hit it in the American League, but for being the 
actual single-season home run champion. That’s 
who he is. It’s 62, and I think that’s what needs 
to happen.” Judge’s new accolade compares him to 
other legends such as Barry Bonds who holds the 
single season home run record with 73 home runs, 
but Bonds accomplished this in the steroid era, 
giving him an advantage in performance.

Judge’s legendary performance this season has 
propelled the Yankees into !rst place in the Ameri-
can League East Division and second in the American 
League with a record of 99-63. Judge will look to 
lead the Yankees in the postseason to a remarkable 
28th franchise World Series Championship.
(Sources: CNN, ESPN, NBC News, Sports Illustrated)

by Nadia Liu and Saya Alvares
Public Relations Manager and Sports Editor

Tennis’ Big Three, a nickname referring to Swiss Roger Federer, 
Serbian Novak Djokovic, and Spaniard Rafael Nadal, has of!cially 
become the Big Two. Roger Federer, considered by many as one of 
tennis’ greatest of all time, announced his retirement via an Instagram 
post on Sept. 15 and played his last match on Sept. 23. 

After 24 years and over 1500 matches, Federer played his !nal 
match at the Laver Cup, a unique tournament that pits six top Euro-
pean players against six players from the rest of the world. He teamed 
up with another member of the Big Three, Rafael Nadal, in a doubles 
match against American players Jack Sock and Frances Tiafoe. After 

a close match, Sock and Tiafoe won in an 11-9 tiebreaker. Federer, 
despite the loss, announced, “It’s been a wonderful day. I told the guys 
I’m happy, I’m not sad. I enjoyed tying my shoes one more time.” The 
environment on the court was extremely emotional and full of tears, 
embraces, and thunderous applause. 

When Federer was four years old, German Boris Becker won the 
!rst out of three Wimbledon championships. From then on, tennis 
hooked Federer for hours on end and he began playing at eight years 
old in Basel, Switzerland. At age ten, Federer began private trainings 
at The Old Boys Tennis Club with Adolf Kacovsky, who immediately 
recognized his natural talent. 

At age 12, Federer was solely focused on tennis, resulting in his 
national championship of Switzerland by 14 years old. After the 
championship, Switzerland chose Federer to train at the Swiss National 
Tennis Center as a junior (18 and under). During the entirety of his 
adolescent years, Federer excelled, winning the Wimbledon title and 
the prestigious 18 and under title in the Orange Bowl International 
Tennis Championship.  

Federer is undoubtedly one of tennis’ greats. Not only does he have 
20 Grand Slam titles under his belt, but he also holds the record of 
eight Wimbledon titles. Furthermore, Federer holds !ve consecutive 
titles at both Wimbledon and the US Open and is the only man to 
reach ten consecutive grand slam !nals. His record-breaking career 
also includes spending the most consecutive weeks as Number 1 in 
the world (237 weeks) and being the only player to remain Number 1 
for more than four years straight.

by Margo Rawlings
News Editor

Ranked sixth in the United States as of Oct. 6, 
Los Gatos Field Hockey (LGFH) is dominating the De 
Anza league this season. On Thursday, Sept. 22, the 
girls’ Varsity team continued its undefeated season, 
beating St. Francis, ranked second in the league, 
4-3. Last year, Los Gatos narrowly beat St. Francis in 
their second round of shoot-outs during CCS !nals. 

Against one of the best teams in California, 
the Cats maintained control of the ball throughout 
the game. Senior Abby Lo scored LG’s !rst goal of 
the game off a short corner, lifting the ball past 
the goalie and tying the game 1-1. Soon after, 
junior Alexa Musser increased LG’s lead to 2-1, 
scoring from another short corner after an insert 

from senior co-captain Sam Elliot. Going into the 
fourth quarter down 3-2, sophomore Clare Torres 
tied the game from a short corner, sending the 
game into overtime. With only seven, rather than 
eleven, players on the !eld, due to CCS overtime 
rules, Lo scored the game-winning goal, tipping 
the ball into the cage off of a rebound from the 
St. Francis goalie during a short corner. Although 
there were still four minutes remaining in over-
time, the game ended with a win for LGFH due to 
instant elimination. The entire team ran onto the 

Judge shatters HR record

NBA o!season features massive and unpredictable moves

Worldwide men’s tennis star Roger Federer ends career

Girls’ FH stays undefeated

23-time Grand Slam champion Serena Williams, who recently 
announced her retirement as well, posted on Instagram, stating, “I 
have always looked up to you and admired you. You inspired countless 
millions and millions of people including me and we will never forget.” 
Other tennis greats praised Federer as well, with Hall of Famer Billie 
Jean King tweeting, “Roger Federer is a champion’s champion. He has 
had a historic career with memories that will live on and on.” Current 
women’s world Number 1 Iga Swiatek wrote, “I just want to thank 
you for everything you’ve done and everything you are for our sport. 
It’s been a privilege to witness your career. I wish you all the best.”
(Sources: Britannica, ESPN, NY Times)

!eld, congratulating junior goalie Keira Lin for 
her strong performance and all the players who 
contributed to the great win. 

Torres described her goal during the !nal quar-
ter of the game, explaining that senior co-captain 
Jiwoo Hong passed her the ball during a short 
corner, and she just took a shot, hoping it would go 
in. Hearing the ball hit the back of the cage, Torres 
said, “I turned to Sam, and we had a big hug.” 
She explained St. Francis’ trick: clapping during 
the opposing team’s short corner to distract them 
and hopefully throw off their game. She recalled 
thinking, “Oh my god, I have to make this, they’re 
literally clapping.” 

Looking forward to the rest of the season, Torres 
explained how she thinks the remainder of the 
season will be successful because the team plays 
very well together. She noted, “Having so many 
people on our team is really nice; it’s kind of like 
having a family.” Come cheer on LG FH at their 
next away game against Homestead on Thursday, 
Oct. 20, or at home on Tuesday, Oct. 25, for Senior 
Night! Varsity girls play at 3:30 PM, and the JV game 
begins right after. Go Cats!

ALL THE WAY BACK: Judge tracks a "y ball to the wall.

BIG HIT INCOMING: Federer rises up and smacks a massive right-hand serve.

FOR THE WIN: The girls’ Varsity team celebrates the win.

READY TO STRIKE: Jiwoo Hong swings looking to score.
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by Rory Zeman
National/World Editor

With multiple major trades and signings, this past 
NBA offseason will be one to remember.  A lot has 
changed since Stephen Curry and the Golden State 
Warriors claimed another NBA title with a victory over 
the Boston Celtics on Jun. 16. Players and fans alike 
excitedly anticipate the 2022-2023 season.

To start, this year’s NBA draft included great 
talents and teams gathered essential pieces to 
their rosters in the form of young rookies. Most 
notably, the Orlando Magic selected Paolo Banchero 
as the !rst pick from Duke University, and he will 
likely start on the Magic’s lineup. In addition, the 
Oklahoma City Thunder selected Chet Holmgren 
from Gonzaga University as the second pick of the 
!rst round. Unfortunately, Holmgren suffered a 
foot injury during the offseason and is unlikely to 
debut this year. 

This offseason also witnessed some of the larg-
est trade packages and contracts that the league 
has ever seen. The Utah Jazz, who experienced a 
disappointing elimination in the !rst round of the 
2022 playoffs, decided to start rebuilding their roster 
by trading their star players for future draft picks. 
On July 6, Utah traded three-time Defensive Player 
of the Year, Rudy Gobert, to the Minnesota Timber-
wolves in exchange for a staggering !ve players, four 
!rst-round picks, and two pick swaps. Additionally, 
Utah traded three-time All-Star Donovan Mitchell to 
the Cleveland Cavaliers for Collin Sexton, Lauri Mark-
kanen, and Ochai Agbaji along with three !rst-round 
picks and two pick swaps. The Jazz accumulated a 
total of seven future !rst-round picks, and similar to 
the Thunder, are well-positioned for upcoming drafts. 

These big buck barters did not stop there. This 
offseason, Nikola Jokic, winner of the last two 
league MVPs, agreed to a !ve-year 264-million-dollar 

extension with the Denver Nuggets which is the 
largest contract in league history. Furthermore, 
Timberwolves star Karl-Anthony Towns, Phoenix 
Suns star Devin Booker, and Memphis Grizzlies star 
Ja Morant each signed extensions of around 225 
million dollars. Four-time NBA champion LeBron 
James also signed an extension with the Los Angeles 
Lakers which gives him a whopping 97.1 million 
dollars across the next two seasons. 

After many trade rumors, two-time NBA cham-
pion Kevin Durant is staying with the Brooklyn 
Nets next season after requesting a trade earlier in 
the offseason. In addition, the Los Angeles Clippers 
signed !ve-time All-Star John Wall, who is returning 
healthy next year after being plagued with years of 
injury. Similarly, two-time NBA champion, Kawhi 
Leonard, and seven-time all-star, Paul George, will 
also be returning to the Clippers next season after 
sitting out most of last season due to injury, making 

the Clippers a favorite to win the championship 
next season.
(Sources: CBS, ESPN, NBA)
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WORK PAYS OFF: Back-to-back MVP Jokic keeps working.

INTO THE BOX: Judge sets his stance to hit a ball deep.
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A PURE CHAMPION: Federer won !ve career singles titles at the French Open.
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BEST OF THE BEST: Brown put up record setting numbers as a Steeler before being traded to the Raiders.

LGHS Girls’ Tennis season continues with wins and losses
by Michaela Thimot and Macy Dennon
People and Local Editors 

The Los Gatos High School Girls’ Tennis team 
has had an accomplished season so far. Since last 
reported on, the team played matches against Gunn, 
Santa Clara, and Wilcox, putting up a great !ght in 
all their encounters. 

On Sept. 21 at Gunn High School, the team 
played admirably, winning their games and 
ultimately the entire match. Kayla Mitchell, 
Yasmina Ikkawi, Valeriya Marinicheva, and 
Zoe Swanson played singles matches. The 
doubles pairs consisted of Alex Varivoda with 
Nitya Jhamb, Yilin Fang with Maya Swanson, 
and Eesha Chugh with Kaley Do. Head coach 
Sam Lee stated that this was a, “Great win and 
amazing job from everyone. Even though Gunn 
is a strong team in the De Anza league, we came 
out on top. Especially kudos to Zoe who was 
down 4-6, 2-4 and then came roaring back with 
a phenomenal win [4-6, 7-5, 10-4]! Also, great 
job to Kaley [and] Eesha who didn’t give up 
after losing the !rst set and rebounded to win 
the match.” Coach Lee expressed his excitement 
for the coming games, saying, “Hopefully we 
will have more opportunities to brush up our 
skills for [our] matchups [against Fremont and 
Santa Clara].”

During their Santa Clara and Lynbrook 
matches, the team came out on top against 
the former, but lost to the latter. Despite their 
disappointment at the results of the Lynbrook 

Independent report exposes abuse in USSF  across America
by Nadia Liu
Public Relations Manager

An independent report has found evidence of 
systemic abuse in women’s professional soccer, 
including sexual misconduct, verbal abuse, and 
emotional abuse by coaches in the National Women’s 
Soccer League (NWSL), as well as the United States 
Soccer Federation (USSF) itself. 

“Our investigation has revealed a league in which 
abuse and misconduct   — verbal and emotional abuse 
and sexual misconduct — had become systemic, 
spanning multiple teams, coaches, and victims,” 
reports Sally Q. Yates, a former United States deputy 
attorney general and the lead investigator. “Abuse in 
the NWSL is rooted in a deeper culture in women’s 
soccer, beginning in youth leagues, that normalizes 
verbally abusive coaching and blurs boundaries 
between coaches and players.”

This report was published Oct. 3, a year after 
players initially spoke out about abuse and refused 
to take the !eld. Soon after, the NWSL’s commis-
sioner Lisa Baird announced her resignation and 
within three months, forty percent of the league’s 
head coaches had either resigned or been !red.

Although the report illustrates abuse from a 
variety of coaches, its narrative focuses on three 
coaches in particular: Paul Riley, Rory Dames, and 
Christy Holly. The report found that Riley — who 
formerly coached the Portland Thorns and later the 
North Carolina Courage — “leveraged his position” 
as a head coach to coerce players into sexual rela-
tionships. Dames, former head coach of the Chicago 
Red Stars and longtime youth soccer coach, fostered 
a “sexualized team environment” that in multiple 

cases “crossed the line to sexual relationships which 
may have begun before the age of consent.” In 
Yates’ report, the details of the accusations against 
Holly are publicized for the !rst time since his 
abrupt dismissal from Racing Louisville F.C. last 
year. The report details how Holly invited a player, 
identi!ed as Erin Simon, in for a !lm session, then 
stated he would nonconsensually touch her for 
every pass she messed up. Alongside sexual miscon-
duct, Holly’s accusations also include verbal abuse  
and mistreatment. 

The report found that in the case of all three 
coaches, of!cials and executives from the teams, 
women’s soccer, and U.S. soccer, despite being aware 
of the accusations, did little to address them or 
prevent further abuse. Furthermore, the NWSL and 
USSF failed to prioritize player safety and adequately 
address reports and accusations, allowing the abuse 
to continue. “Teams, the League, and the Federation 
not only repeatedly failed to respond appropriately 
when confronted with player reports and evidence 
of abuse, they also failed to institute basic measures 
to prevent and address it.” 

Although the report did not directly focus on 
youth soccer, it did include multiple instances 
of abuse, stating, “Players also told us that their 
experiences of verbal abuse and blurred relationships 

with coaches in youth soccer impacted their ability 
to discern what was out of bounds in the NWSL” 
The report recommended that the NWSL should be 
required to “conduct timely investigations into alle-
gations of abuse, impose appropriate discipline, and 
immediately disseminate investigation outcomes.”
(Sources: CNN, ESPN, NY Times)

LGRC begins its fall season
by Georgia Kaufman
Opinion Editor

The Los Gatos Rowing Club (LGRC) began their 
2022-2023 season with a bang. After a successful 
summer racing season in Sarasota, Florida, for Youth 
National Championships (YNC), the squads are ready 
for an even more exciting and successful season.

After winning two national championship titles 
in June, both the Men’s and Women’s Varsity teams 
have continued to make a greater name for them-
selves in the rowing community. The Men’s U17 4+ 
and the Women’s Youth 1x (single sculls) both won 
!rst place at YNC, including Los Gatos juniors Taj 
Chunawala and Diego Lasso.

As of now, LGRC’s Varsity teams are practicing 
their usual 16-hour weeks, senior Miles Kramer 
spoke on how the amount of time he puts into 
practices affects his outlook on rowing. He admits, 

by Owen Fugit
Media Production Editor

The Santa Clara Valley Athletic League 
(SCVAL) cross-country races have of!cially 
begun, with two meets in the past few 
weeks. On Sept. 20, Los Gatos gave it 
their all at Baylands Park, starting the 
!rst of many. At this meet, a total of !ve 
races were completed. The Los Gatos High 
School (LGHS) Varsity Boys’ team placed 
fourth overall out of 13 schools from 
across the valley, with sophomore Aydon 
Stefanopoulos placing third with a time 
of 16:01.6. JV was unable to !nish the race 
high in the points, so LGHS had to settle 
for an overall position of tenth place. The 
freshman/sophomore joint Boys’ team was 
also unable to !nish high in the points 
but placed LGHS !rmly in sixth out of 13 
schools in this category. 

In the Girls’ Varsity race, LGHS Senior 
Sophie Tau placed fourth with a time of 
18:25.9. The LGHS Varsity team had no 
runners post a time greater than 22 min-
utes, an achievement that many competing 
schools were unable to attain, placing LG 
snugly in third place overall for this cat-
egory. In the JV girls category, competition 
from other schools was !erce, the LGHS JV 
Girls’ team posted times that were only 
seconds away from their opponents. Even 
though the team fought hard, they were 
only able to secure an eighth-place posi-
tion out of ten competing schools.

The Second SCVAL race happened at 
Crystal Springs on Oct. 6. Once again, !ve 
races took place. The LGHS freshman/
sophomore team placed fourth overall out 
of 14 schools competing in this event. 
LGHS JV boys placed !fth out of 13 schools, 

STAMPEDE: LGHS Cross Country runners take off in a herd.  

match, the team still anticipates ranking high 
in league this year. Their cumulative wins and 
trajectory currently sets them up from a poten-
tial top two spot. 

Ranked high at the number two singles spot 
as just a sophomore, Ikkawi has been having a 
remarkable season so far. Winning nearly all of 
her singles matches, Ikkawi explained, “[I’m] 
really excited to be playing on a team, and I’m 
a little bit nervous sometimes when playing good 
teams, but I’m usually pretty con!dent before 
I play.” Her favorite match was a non-league 
game against Menlo because the entire Los Gatos 
team had endless amounts of energy and were 
constantly cheering each other on. 

Another standout player on the team is 
freshman Mitchell playing number one singles, 
even as one of the youngest players on the 
team. Throughout the season, Mitchell has 
impressed everyone with her stellar play. Both 
of the young players are hoping to play Division 
1 tennis in college. 

The Girls’ Tennis team’s Central Coast Section 
playoffs start in the beginning of November, so 
make sure to cheer them on as they play their 

TEAM TO BEAT: LGRC’s Varsity teams excel in competitions.

READY TO GO: Sophomore Kiana Behnami returns a serve.

KEY COMPONENT: Erin Simon’s testimony is crucial.

“spending so much time really challenges my 
commitment to the sport and pushes me to do 
better for myself and others.”

Senior Alberto Lasso spent his summer prep-
ping for and rowing in Varese, Italy, for Junior 
World Championships. A. Lasso and fellow LGRC 
rower, Bellarmine senior Jonas Thieme, trained for 
about ten weeks to attend worlds in a 2- (pair), 
and won their time trial. This sent them straight 
to Italy after placing second in the Men’s Youth 
4x at YNC, as well as Kramer and senior Ian Moss. 

matches. You can also keep an eye out for their 
team sweatshirts and smiling faces as they move 
on to yet another victory against Los Altos on 
Oct. 24. 

ENJOYABLE PRACTICES: Senior Varivoda hits a volley.
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due to more runners being present in this event 
than in the !rst SCVAL race. The LGHS Varsity 
boys did much better than their run at the 
previous race and placed third overall out of 13 
competing teams. Stefanopoulos placed second 
this time, with a time of 15:39.8. Keeping LGHS 
in third place overall, The Girls’ Varsity team 
with runners like Sophie Tau and sophomore 
Shea Elmore posted truly competitive times 
and helped LGHS maintain its hold on third 
place. The JV Girls’ team also fought, but the 
competition was !erce, and they were unable 
to make a signi!cant dent in the standings. 

Across these two races, LGHS has been able 
to maintain its place as a tough opponent in 
the upper middle of the pack. Even though the 
season is just getting started, LGHS is ready to 
dominate in the coming races. The next SCVAL 
race will be at 3:00 PM on Tuesday, Oct. 18 at 
Baylands park.
(Source: Lynbrook Sports)

ACCUSED: Players accuse Riley of sexual coercion. 

Junior Lucie Boillet worked long and hard this 
summer so she would be able to make top boats 
right off the bat in the fall season. After exponen-
tial progress in her !rst spring season as a novice 
rower, Boillet quickly made her way to the top of 
her team. She will be attending the Head of  the 
Charles Regatta (HOCR) in Boston, Massachusetts 
in the 4x+ (coxed quad). On the topic of summer 
training, Boillet admitted, “Although I took a 
break from being at the boathouse, I kept up my 
momentum by staying active with friends, running, 
and going to the gym.”

Both Men’s and Women’s Varsity are bringing 
entries to the annual prestigious HOCR, racing Oct. 
21 to Oct. 23. The men are bringing three boats, 
an 8+, 4+, and 4x+, and the women are bringing 
two boats, an 8+ and a 4x+. The LGHS students 
that will be attending include: seniors A. Lasso, 
Kramer, Moss, Uma Kausik, Hannah Jenkins, 
Georgia Kaufman, Julia Kiplinger, Ethan Kim, 
Evan Foster, and Dylan Rosenblum. Also includ-
ing juniors Chunawala, D. Lasso, Boillet, Annika 
Sivi, Sarah Drabkin, Finley Slater, Kyle Brown, 
Dillon Yoo, and sophomore Harri Cheetham.

Keep up with individual teams or the club as a 
whole on their respective Instagrams @losgatos-
rowingclub @lgrcvarsitymen @lgrcvarsitywomen.

ROW YOUR BOAT: LG student athletes work hard at practice. 

LG Cross Country competes
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Unlike previous years, the band staff did not write the show; rather, 
they got the show from another writer. Senior Ethan Holl, who is the 
band’s head drum major, re!ected that the staff “had so much more 
time to work with us on the show because they’re not busy writing 
it themselves.”

The season began over the summer with Band Camp, throughout 
which the marching band put in several hours of work all week. After 
the school year began, they transitioned to meeting three times 
each week for several hours. Holl re!ected that new Band Director 
Ken Nakamoto has been “incredible” because “he has a ton of work 

Junior kicker Sam Pearman made the point after 
touchdown (PAT). With "ve minutes left of the "rst 
quarter, senior running back Emiliano Mejia made a 
two-yard rushing touchdown, while Pearman scored 
the PAT. The "rst quarter ended with a score of 14-0.

The second quarter began with another touch-
down from Mejia, with Pearman scoring the PAT. 
Halfway through the second quarter, senior quar-
terback Jake Boyd made a 28-yard pass to junior 
receiver/defensive back Jaylen Thomas for a touch-
down. Once again, Pearman scored the PAT. Senior 
receiver/defensive back Ryan Bernat made a Pick 
6 with a 28-yard return, Pearman scored the PAT. To 
"nish off the second quarter, Mejia scored his third 
and "nal touchdown of the game with a 59-yard 
rush. Pearman scored yet another PAT.

With ten minutes to go in the third quarter, 
Pearman scored a 26-yard "eld goal, leaving the 
Cats with a leading "nal score of 45-0.

Los Gatos’ Varsity beat Palo Alto on Thurs. Oct. 
6 at an away game with a "nal score of 42-20. 
Thomas, Mejia, and senior linebacker/fullback Ethan 
Currie all scored touchdowns. Pearman scored each 
and every PAT.

Varsity also beat Homestead on Friday Oct. 14, 
with a "nal score of 55-0. Senior safety Luke Sroka 
and senior safety/receiver Landon Heard scored 
touchdowns along with Mejia, Thomas, and Currie. 
Pearman scored all but one PAT. The JV team also 
beat Homestead with a "nal score of 49-0. The 
freshman team beat Menlo Atherton on Thurs. Oct. 
13 with a "nal score of 28-8.

Be sure to keep up with the Cats’ football squads 
on their Instagram @losgatosfootball!
(Source: MaxPreps)

 

experience…He has so many great ideas, it’s been really great having 
him be involved.”

Marching Band’s "rst of"cial show was Sept. 30 during halftime 
of the homecoming football game. Leading up to their performances, 
band and color guard members re!ected on a memorable season: “So 
far I really liked bonding with the new freshman and my section,” 
Callaghan commented. Holl also enjoys getting to know his teammates 
throughout the season, especially on bus rides because “it’s some nice 
time to get to chit-chat with everyone.”

The band also performed on Oct. 7 at Fisher Middle School. Senior 
Abhishek Gadhia, the saxophone section leader, explained that in 
addition to a lunchtime performance, the visit allowed them to “teach 
[Fisher students] some of the music and some of the traditions we 
have in the band at LG.” The middle school band students practiced 
playing pep music and will join the LGHS band in the stands for a 
football game. The visit showed Gadhia “some of the potential of what 
future band students will be like [in future years]. It’s very inspiring.”

Although the fall band season is already in full swing, the Winter 
Percussion and Winter Guard seasons will begin in December and last 
until May. Color Guard co-captain Sam Benadom, who is a senior, said, 
“I’m looking forward to the winter season and having it be a great end 
for my senior year.” These ensembles perform all indoors, unlike the 
fall season, and invite students without extensive music experience 
to take part. Callaghan encouraged students to join to “make a lot of 
memories and have lots of fun.”

by Sarah Gouldrup
Humor Editor

Back and better than ever, the Los Gatos High School (LGHS) 
Varsity dance team returned to Helm Field on Friday, Sept. 30 for the 
annual Homecoming game. During the "rst half, the team wowed the 
student section from the sidelines, engaging the crowd with festive 
cheers and short, entertaining routines. By halftime, it was safe to say 
that the football fans were more than ready for their favorite part of 
the night — when the dance team performs. Following the Coronation 
court announcement, a longtime tradition at LGHS, the dance team 
took to the "eld with a catchy routine to Pitbull’s "On the Floor." 
Choreographed by seniors Julia Metz and Sarah Gouldrup, the dance 
featured front aerials, high kicks, and precise movements that the team 
nailed with ease. Sasha Balasingam, a senior at LGHS, recounted the 
performance with excitement. “Dance team is hands down my favorite 
part of the football games. Each dance is better than the one before.”

In order to keep the crowd entertained when the football team 
secured a hefty lead, the dance team added several new compliments 
to their sideline routines. One of the new additions was the "rst ever 
LGHS jump off. Members of the team each took turns completing as 

LGHS dance team returns for annual Homecoming game
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by Georgia Kaufman
Humor Editor

On Sept. 29 and 30, all three Los Gatos High 
School football teams wore pink socks in honor of 
LGHS’ American Cancer Society (ACS) Club’s pink 
out game. The pink-out game raised funds for ACS, 
earning almost 10,000 dollars through donations and 
merchandise purchases.

The Los Gatos’ frosh team beat Hollister on Sept. 
29 with a "nal score of 35-0, giving them their "fth 
win of the season thus far. The JV team beat the 
Milpitas Trojans Sept. 30 with a "nal score of 33-0. 
Wide receiver/linebacker RJ Cannan (two TDs), run-
ning back/linebacker Brayden Smith, wide receiver/
defensive back Leon Sarashki, and quarterback/
defensive back Scotty Brennan (all sophomores) 
scored the touchdowns of the game.

The Varsity homecoming game against Milpitas 
brought LG home with their third win of the season. 
The Cats beat the Trojans with a "nal score of 45-0. 
Within the "rst four minutes of the game, senior 
receiver/defensive back Wil Brennan made the "rst 
touchdown, setting the tone for the game ahead. 

LG football teams triumph
by Isla Patrick
Center Editor

The Varsity Girls Water Polo team kicked off 
the two-day Tessa Joy Memorial Invitational 
Tournament on Oct. 7. The team played its "rst 
game against Leigh High School, dominating 
them with a score of 13-8. A low-stakes opportu-
nity for the girls to have fun playing their sport 
while remembering Tessa Joy Davis, a former 
LGHS varsity water polo player, the Tessa Joy 
Tournament has no impact on the team’s position 
as "rst in the league.

Coach Don Appleton started the tournament 
in Davis’ memory in 2015 and both the Girls’ 
Junior Varsity and Varsity Water Polo teams 
have participated every year since. Davis, who 
was a member of the class of 2015, passed away 
at age 17 due to a rare form of lung cancer the 
January before her classmates graduated. She 
was a varsity water polo player in her junior and 
senior years, and team captain of the JV team in 
her sophomore year. The cap number she used, 
number seven, is now retired. Those who were 
lucky enough to have Davis in their lives recall 
that she was happiest when she was in the pool. 
Spectators across the pool deck wear purple each 
year, the color representing the type of cancer 
Davis suffered from, to honor her memory during 
the tournament. Purple balloons also !oated at 
each corner of the pool.

Senior Ainsley Watkins stated, “It’s fun 
seeing everyone coming to the tournament wear-
ing purple for Tessa. She meant a lot to the team, 
so it’s cool when the community comes to honor 

her while we play the sport she loved so much.” 
Watkins de"nitely encapsulated Davis’ spirit during 
both games on Friday with her enthusiastic plays.

Junior goalie Rachel Stephens let in a few 
goals at the beginning of the game, but quickly 
destroyed any hope Leigh had of winning in the 
second quarter, undoubtedly intimidating the 
opponents with her numerous blocks. She said 
about Davis, “The legacy Tessa left was the power 
of joy. Everyone who knew her said how joyful she 
was and how much she embodied joy. This year is 
one of the "rst years where nobody on the team 
ever got to meet her, so it’s super cool that we still 
talk about her.”

Although the varsity girls and their spectators 
enjoyed competing against Leigh, the highlight of 
the night was celebrating the life of Davis. After 
all, the motto of the tournament is “unleash your 
Joy” — both a pun on Davis’ name and a reminder 
to play and live with the same joyful spirit the 
water polo star did.

 

WAPO honors Tessa Joy

many toe touch sequences as they could while the rest of the girls 
cheered in a circle. With 19 jumps, freshman Mina Hilal took the 
win, with freshman Mariella Thimot following close behind with an 
impressive 15 toe touches. 

That wasn’t the only time the dance team performed that Friday 
though; the girls also wowed the school at the spirit rally. A long and 
somewhat stressful process, the rally dance the team does semi-an-
nually is always a highlight for the dancers and student spectators. 
This year, seniors Kate Wright and Sam Schmidt choreographed the 
three-minute-long piece for the team. When asked how the dance came 
together, Wright detailed her experience over the two months: “I had 
lots of fun collaborating with teammates on choreography and asking 
opinions on music to create something that everyone was proud of. I’m 
happy that even with all of the stress, we pulled it off.” Whether it was 
early in the morning or after school, the team practiced tirelessly to 
perfect Wright and Schmidt’s dance; they even scheduled extra weekend 
practices to review materials or "x challenging parts. If it was not clear 
before, the rally de"nitely demonstrated the team’s immense talent.

Looking ahead, the team is preparing for the upcoming senior 
night on Oct. 21. While the stressful part of the season is over, the 

NOT TODAY: Stephens blocks a goal from a Leigh player.

dance team still has a lot in store for the school. New fundraisers, 
basketball halftime performances, and the Spring rally are only a few 
of the exciting events on the horizon. Bring your own personal pom-
poms, and come support LGHS’s dancing wildcats!

GET READY: LG dance team waits to cheer after successful halftime performance.

K. GruetterK. Gruetter

Marching Band and Color Guard succeed in performance 
by Angela Sheu and Dell Dumont
News and Graphics Editors

On Oct. 15, the LGHS Marching Band and Color Guard performed in 
their "rst competition of the 2022 season at Gilroy High School. They 
were the only competitor in their division and scored 62.750 points.

Their program this year, called “The Nature of Us All,” portrays the 
process of "nding one’s true self. Junior Alli Callaghan, who plays 
tenor saxophone in the show, explained, “There’s three movements. 
The "rst one is the confusion of not knowing who you are. The second 
one is a kind of euphoria of "nding your own identity, and then the 
third movement is having people tell you, ‘you’re wrong, that’s not 
who you are,’ but still "ghting through it.” 

PRACTICE MAKES PERFECT: Madeline Kerris runs through music during rehearsal.

DEDICATION: Front ensemble's Eli Bernstein sets up before an evening practice.

I. PatrickI. Patrick

PINK-OUT: Players sported pink socks for cancer awareness.
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